The people :shown in thi:s picture were photographed on Fifth Avenue. New York City. four yean ago.
were afraidt [How }many,-thing:s that they feared u:cr...ld happen to them i.ar:e happenedt

S3!~~~.'~~.I~~How many

Are

YOU Afraid

EAR is the age-old enemy of the human race. It is just as powerful to-day
as ever! All of us are its victims in some degree. Fear robs us of the
happiness and success that should be ours. F ear destroys hope! Fear chills
ambition! F ear is the blast that sears and withers souls! F ear IS the partner
of defeat.
What are you afraid of? Of losing your health? Your money? Your
position?
Basil King says, "Everyone is living or working in fear. There is not a
home or an office or a factory or a school or a church in which some hang-dog
apprehension is not eating at the hearts of .men, women, and children." He
says this in his new heart stirring book entitled:

F

THE

CONQUEST OF FEAR

This inspiring book was written by a man
who himself passed through the deep waters
of despair and emerged triumphant. Out of
his own experiences, and experiences that are
common to us all, he has created this extra-·
ordinary book that vivisects and analyzes that
strange illusion we call fear. The good you
can get from this book is well nigh inestimable.

Free Yourself from Fear
The most Extraordinary Non-Fiction Book
of the Year! .! !
A prominent New York lady recently bought
this book. She had ordered ten more copies
saying, "It has helped me so much I must give it
to my ten best friends."
A woman in Riverdale, R.I., after reading
the "Conquest of Fear," wrote to the author
and exclaimed, "I want to try and thank you
for the comfort and strength it has given me.
Now I feel FREE."
A member of a well-known family in Boston
wrote Mr. King, "The fact that you have told
so much of your own experiences doubles and
triples its value.
It is the first time

that God has been explained to me as a working p'ower in my life"
You can share the happy influence of this
powerful book, too! ! !
Basil King, the author of this amazing book,
has been flooded with letters like these.

Send No Money
Simply mail the coupon below and "The Conquest of Fear" will be sent to you for free examination.
At the end of 5 days, return the
book or remit $2.00 in full payment.
Also at
your bookseller·s.

Doubleday, Page & Co.,
Dept. 676, Garden City, New York.
Send me, postpaid, for my inspection, a copy
of "The Conquest of Fear," by Basil King.
I
will return it within 5 days or remit $2.00 payment in full.
Name

.....

Address
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A BIGGER AND BETTER MAGAZINECommencing with the July issue, The Photodramatist will come to you
as a standard, flat-size magazine, more than 'fifty per' cent larger,' and' containing a number of new a'nd valuable departments. No writer can afford
to miss it.
The Photodramatist, published monthly in the 1. W. Hellman Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Calif~rnia, by the Photodramatist Publishing Company, Inc.
Copyrighted, 1922, by the Photodramatist Publishing Company, Inc. Sub.scription price--$2.50per year. Single copies-25 cents.
Entered as second-class matter February 1, 1922, at the post office
/ at Los Angeles, California,_ under the Act of March 3, 1879:

Legal Service,Bureau
u.

S. Copyright Protection

Students of the Palmer Course and' Service are invited to
avail themselves of the privileges and benefits of the newly
institut~d

Legal Service Bureau.

Complete copyright protection of scenano manuscripts, mcluding fifty printed and bound copies of each copyrighted
manuscript, is provided at a nominal annual membership fee.
Information regarding membership in this bureau will 1:>e sent
llPon request to all past and present students of the Department of Education.
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Photoplay Corporation
LEGAL SERVICE BUREAU

124 West Fourth Street

Los

Arlgeles~.Cal.

You can make m~ney by writing stories, plays, novels, jokes, essays, letters, verse, greeting card· sentiments, etc. ~~_
It IS not easy-but it IS being done by many folks, and you can do it.
The Editor Weekly will show you how-tell you what and how to write, and
where to sell it. '
'
Jack London once said: "I may ~ot tell one-hundredth part of what The
Editor did for me, but I can say that it taught me how to solve the stamp
and landlady problems."
Mary Roberts Rinehart says: "The Editor helped to start me, cheered me
when I was down, arid led me in the straight path to literary succeS5:"
For, 27 years The Editor has been the friendly advisor of aspiring writers.
The Editor gives the. following in each weekly issue:
-names of new magazines and their manuscript requirements; and ne:'NS of photoplays,
novel, essay, letter, title, short story, poetry, play and other literary prize competitions,
-news oJ changes in editorial requirements and other news of the week of interest to,
authors who have manuscripts to sell

,-articles on the technique of fiction, play and photoplay writing, and on other interesting
.
and helpful aspects of literary work
_
-autobiographical letters on the conception, -genesis,. development, writing and selling
,
of short stories, novels, plays and photoplays by well-known authors.
-scores of brief, practical 'experience items,' by author~, telling of the writing and selling
of their work, .prices received, etc.
.
-defini te information regarding property rights, copyright, co.ntracts f~r· placIng plays, etc.
The editor will bring the atmosphere of literary accomplishment into your workroom, and
put your feet squarely in the path to' literary success. Today is the day to begin ~your
subscription.
The cost for this service is 15c a copy-$3.60 a year. every "'eek,

THE EDITOR MAGAZINE
'BOOK HILL.
HIG,HLAND FALLS. N. Y.

The publishers of The Editor also publish the B.lack
Cat, a twice-monthly magazine. of short stories,
and ,one-act, plays by authors who are trying to
avoid the beaten tracks,-$0.15 a copy;. $2.50 a year,
and,'Yours Truly, a monthly magazine of fascinating letters and articles on letter-writing, $0.15 a
copy; $1.50 a year.
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'The Key to the Studio Door"
By Vianna Knowlton
Of the F,lmous Plab'crs-Lasky SCBlwrio Staff

,'I

,

HEARD, Miss,
you're in the
movies, an' I
want to get in an' I
wondered if you could
tell me how?" The
mail carrier in a small
town voiced the plea.
How could he get into a Studio? Oh, no!
Not as an actor, but
VIANNA KNOWLTON ras a writer.
He had
"lots of grand ideas for pictures" and he
knew that he could write "just as good as
the one who wrote 'Twiddle Your Thumbs',
for that new star, Flossie Fairhair.".
He confessed that once, in a burst of enthusiasm, he had written to the Studio which
produced Flossie's picture, saying that he
would "take any job at all so's to learn how
to write," but the Studio replied coldly and
honestly that it was not a classroom and
had not time in which to teach aspiring beginners. It was, however, always interested in original stories and a good original
had been known to open the door of the
Studio to the writer. The letter from the
Studio had fired the mail carrier with ambition. He would write an original, an original
so good that the Studio would pounce upon
it and buy it, after which it would present
him with the key to the Studio door. He,
at once, had visioned himself adding that.

precious key to his key-ring and proudly
strutting through the door to the fame and
fortune which were sure to lie beyond.
-Alas, the dream had never materialized.
He had discovered that other townspeople,
the doctor, the lawyer and merchant, down
to the butcher, the baker and the candlestick-maker were writing scenarios and
bombarding the Studio with them. And
it was his sad duty to deliver in the mail'
boxes of his fellow~townsinen the long thin,
bulky envelopes containing the manuscripts
rejected by Miss Fairhair. Never a manuscript was sent out that did not, in time,
r:eturn,-and the manuscripts of the mail
carrier were no"exception. Discouragement
had set in, and the whole town, plunged in.
despair, had muttered, "there ain't no key
to the Studio door, and if there be-it ain't
an original story."
Said the merchant, "And I hated to give
up, because I k now there's a fortune in
writing for the screen if you can just land.
a story once. But we, outside, don't stand
a chance. They never read our stuff, or, if
they do, they pick out the good ideas and
keep them and send back the story to us.
But I would like to be on the inside, for
that's where the money is."
i
The baker's complaint was this, "But I
can't see why they dpn't take my stories.
D'you' remember how big those motherlove stories went over? 'Well, I wrote a
story about a mother and her kids. SomeS
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thing like all the others but different, too.
Did they buy it? No"! And yet, i~ was
packing the theatres. I worked on my
story, too, and it was in good shape, good
characterization, good plot- and everything.
N ow tell me why they didn't buy it? But
don't tell me. that, a good story will get
you through .the Studio door. It won't!"
The candlestick-maker grumbled, "Naw,
it don't pay to write your story up too careful-all they want is the idea, I jus' jot
my big ideas down an' send 'em off. Once,
I almas' sold an idea but they said they
wanted elaborating. Naw, I didn't sell it.
Thought . they could do the elaborating
themselves. What else do they do? Don't
they change every story, anyways'?"
And the mail carrier ventured timidly
again, "You're in the movies, an' I wondered if you would tell m~ how to get in?"
To those who, like the mail carrier and
,his friends, continue to write in the face
of innumerable rejection slips one can only
say, "Go to it!" For the key to the Studio
door will be in the lock for the' writer who
can produce an '''original'' original, written
according to the rules of screen technique,
"If that's true, then why don't we get
in?" clamors Jhe mob. "We write good
stories, if we do say so ourselves."
Many reasons might be g i v e n for the
fail.ure to hi~ the mark of the majority of
scnpts submItted to a Studio, but no three
are more fundamental than tho s e which
have been illustrated in the complaints of
our friends the merchant, the b a k e rand
candlestick-maker. Too long have the
"merchants" believed that a fortune could
be gathered over night if onCe they could
get inside the walls of a Studio. And' with
the dollar sign for goal, many a "merchant"
has turned author. To them money, not
the play, is' the thing and, consequently, the
scenarios of t~"merthants" continue to
be ticketed as unavailable.
Imitation-and in many cases unconscious imitation,-'--is the second stumbling
block. How often, after having see n a
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successful picture, do we thrill with the de- '
sire to go and do likewise and, hastening
to our desks do we grope about for an idea.'
Naturally, the first one whi<,:h comes is similar to, if not identical with the theme of
the story just witnessed. "A-ha," say we
gleef~lly, "what was successful once will
be again, particularly when dressed up
in new clothes." Forthwith we spend hours,
days, weeks in preparing our story-only
to have the producer glance at it wearily and
sigh:
"Yes, it's a. creditable pie c e of work.
Only trouble is, I've done it before. Why
can't these authors~ keep one jump ahead of
me ?"
The "candlestick-maker" labors over the
design for his new candlestick. He carves
the stick carefully, measuring every curve,
planning every detail. He paints it and burnishes it until it shines. It is as nearly
perfect as he can make it. When he writes
a scenario, however, he just jots down his
big . idea. Someone else can prepare the
script, someone else can measure and construct it, someone else can polish it. But
let someo~e else try to get the credit for
it. No indeed! It was his big idea.
Do you see what I mean?
Thus, last but not least, comes the greatest factor for success, preparation. As the
candlestick-maker prepares his candlestick;
so must he prepare his' story for Flossie
Fairhair.
So, Mr.' Mail Carrier, write your original story, not forgetting about-the Merchant,
the Baker, and .the Candlestick-maker, and
you will find that the key to the Studio door
is almost in your hand.
(Editor's 'Note: Some months ago, Mi~s
Knowlton, just graduated from Radcliffe College,
submitted an unusually powerful.'original" photoplay to The Famous Players-Lasky Studio.
when it was brought to the attention of William
C. DeMille he lost no time in sending fo1' hl!r
and in :<ivinf! her a position on his scenario
staff.
From the very first, she "made good."
Those who believe tJuet "pull" is needed to get
into the studios, arlll{ thG:f'-irpining and ability are
secondarr should /read her ([.fticle thoughtfuily.)
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Y oricks of .the Screen
By W. Arthur Williams
Mummers of life are we ;
Maskers of personal pain:
But the wile of the smile
That our hearts beguile
Maybe the whole world's gain. ~

Building the Photoplay Plot
Basic Situation is Foundation Upon W'hich Screen
Drama Must be Erected
By Adolph Bennauer
HE Basic Situation of most photo- an ambition of some sort which led him
plays may be said to be due to in- into their present predicament and we
spiration. Somehow, somewhere, we must now study these Ambitions closely
hit upon a novel and dramatic predicament, and endeavor to find out what other prepowerful enough to form the basis of a dicaments they are potentially capable of.
story, which is beyond the deliberate creaFirst in importance is the Ambition of
tion of any man. But inspiration is only sec- the Hero. This Ambition may be for
ond best, and never yet
riches, for the restoration of honor, for
furnished an' idea
the amelioration of
which, of itself, was
the race,-or for any
sufficiently complicaone of a hundred.
ted to hold the interother goals; but whatest of the spectator
through more than
ever. its nature, it contwo reels of action,
stitutes the Theme
of our story and is
The remaining three
its dominant Motif.
or four reels of a feaThe one big situation
ture photoplay must
that should be debe built up by Elaborrived from this Amation, a process which
bition is the Main
requires the keenComplication,
that
est application of
situation immediately
the photoplaywright's
following the introart.
The worst way in
duction of the characters, which gives our
the world to elaborate a story is by explot its forward movement and tells us, in
panding the Basic
plain words, "what
Situation. This prothe story is about."
cess may be comparOther manifestations
ed to that of enlargof the Hero's Ambiing a photograph,
tion should appear as
and really gives us
the story progresses,
no more story than
Few persons have ever presented
but this should be by
we had in the beginas clear an analysis of the photofar the most proning, but weakens
play plot as that given by Mr. Bennounced one.
the whole structure
nauer in the accompanying article.
N ext in importance
by irrelevant padWe advise every reader to file this
is the Ambition of
ding.
W emu s t
away, and to consult it when in
the Heavy. This Amleave this :situation
doubt. The author, by the way, is
bition rivals in intenjust as it stands, ala n experienced photoplaywright
that of the Hero,
sity
lowing it to form
himself, having written a number of
himself,
and forms
one of the three big
successful s.creen dramas.
the Obstacle which
crises of our plot,
the latter must overand prepare to build
our finished photoplay from the elements come before he can attain his goal. It will be
that compose it,-namely, the Characters. observed that Simple Ambition here gives
Since Plot gives us Characters, quite as way. to conflict of Ambitions· This Conflict
frequently as Characters give us plot,' of Ambitions finds its first expression in the
we will find that we have a Hero, a Her- Big Predicament that situation located near
oine, and a Heavy already provided for. the middle of our story where the Hero and
Each of these characters has cherished the Heavy have their first open clash and
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the Heavy becomes temporarily victorious,
and its second expression in the Climax,
where the two cla'sh again and the Hero
comes out triumphant. The situations involved in this conflict form the back-bone of
our plot and should, in consequence, contain all the mental and physical punches
that we are capable of injecting "into
them.
Of least importance is the Ambition 6f
the Heroine. In most photoplays (unless
the story contain a feminine lead) this is
only a nominal Ambition and finds its
chief expression in the Conclusion, where
the Heroine gives herself to the Hero as
the reward of his success. Our story will
be made more powerful and dramatic,
however, if we imbue the Heroine with a
stronger Ambition, one even conflicting
'with that of the Hero, himself. This will
not only give our story more action and
better suspense, but the eventual capitulation of the one character to the other
will provide a most delightful denouement.
Yet another person is needed-the accidental agency. Here is a character who,
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does ncit always appear in our Basic Situation. If he does not, we must create
him, for his presence 'in our finished
photoplay is quite as important as any
of the characters named above. The chief
',function of the Accidental Agency is to
provide the means of incentive through
which the Hero overcomes his Obstacle
and achieves success. It'may safely be
said that the Principal Characters get
themselves into a predicament and the
Accidental Agency gets them out of it.
Like the rest of the characters, the Accidental Agency represent~ an Ambition.
This Ambition manifests- itself most for-,
cibly at the Crucial Situation, that point
between the Big Predicament and the
Climax where the Hero, having been temporarily defeated by the Heavy, is once
more inspired to attain his goal. In "Forbidden Fruit" the Accidental Agency may
be recognized as the rascally butler who
induces the drunken husband to write the
note that brings about the reunion of the
Hero and the Heroine; in "The Miracle
Man" he is no less 'a person than the old
idealist himself.

.~
~

,'Les "Miserables' ,
By Herbert Sutton
They sit before my flickering, whitened shrine,
With careworn face and sorrow-stricken eyes,
And seek to pass the, leaden hours of time
Hand in hand with Fancy 'neath sunnier skies,
All human frailty I reflect from out their ranks;
'All human folly from their past I call;
And, without one "by your leave" or "thariks"
I give to them the Drama of their Fall.
I make them weep; they who have no tears to give,
I make them smile, who sorrow's cross must
bear.
I lure them forth with me to laugh again and live,
And free them from their crushing- loads 01
care.
Then when Dawn comes, they go!
Back to Winter's hunger-gnawing blast,
The Derelict, the Faltering, and, the Weak.

~
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·What the Screen .Actor Thinks
Of the Photoplaywright
By Guy Bates Post
HE photodramatist has immeasurable idual player, has gone from the screen.
advantages over his brother-or sis- And with it went the fervent prayers
ter-who is content to write for the of all of us who are sincerely interested
stage. Primarily, the desire of the story- in the welfare of the screen, that its goteller is to get his tale to an audience, ing shall be permanent. Happily for our
through the medium of the actors portray- wishes for the film world' in general, it
ing' his characters;
seems that our prayand surely no theaters will be answerrical tour-no mated-except for sporter'how many years
adic instances.
it lasts or how many
As an actor, as
countries are includwell as" a student of
ed in its itinerarythe films and of
can compete with
which pictures attain
the interna t ion a I
the greatest popuaudiences which see
larity, I should like
the successful moto take this occasion
tion picture. Therein
to say a word of
must lie the greatwarning to the budest source of satisding photodramatist.
faction to' the screen
Beware of yielding
writer; added to it,
to the great temp'
are the technical optation, which unportunities b e for e
doubtedly exists, to
him on the screen,
let your typewriter
over and above the
ramble too far afie~d
possibilities of the
in the world of fantheatre; as well as
cy. Practically noththe economic beneing is impossible for
fits.
the clever producer
\iVhat the act 0 r
-i. e., in the line of
thinks of the author
scenery and mechanis what eve r y conical effects, like douscientious w 0 r k e r
ble exposures, disGuy Bates Post may be numbered
should think of his
solves, et cetera. As
among the few really great actors
co-worker-what the
a result, many sceof the speaking stage. His recent
narios read like the
soloist should think
entry into the film world-for the
Of the composer, what
dreams of a hashish
purpose. of aiding Richard Walton
intemperate.
The
the builder s h 0 u I d
Tully in screening "Omar, the
story shifts all over
think of the architect,
Tentmaker," and other of the latthe world and some-or, to put it in the
ter's big successes-'-should be a
times even enters
blunter terms of the
distinct benefit to the motion picunexplored realms of
commercial w 0 rId,
ture art.
dreamland and oth·
w hat the salesman
er hitherto unnavishould think of the
gated worlds.
manufacturer!
The
Keep your story real. The object of the
analogy is not always exact, but it is
indicative of the truth. For the actor screen writer should not be to utilize the
sells the photodrama to the public, the. keenest imagination am0.ng his audiences:
remember the multitude you are reachultimate consumer.
The old-time star vehicle type of pic- ing and, while I have' never advocated
ture, written to exploi~ the appearance writing down' to the lowest intelligence,
or the favorite mannerisms of an indiv- let your story be such that it may be
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grasped by the great average, to which of extended tours of this c~nntry-and
most of us belong. Do not make your 'others-wi.th various plays, I have always
audience strain its collective imagina- found the public ~verywhere will respond
tion; let your screen story give it the op- gladly to the best and' most artistic. Conportunity for relaxation. Not only will cretely, even last year, when so much depresyou please the people who see your pho- sion was in the air in the anmsement world,
todrama ; but you will do them a lot of I maintained the three-dollar-top scale of
good, give them a lot of pleasure, and prices with the stage version of "The Masattain a lot of popularity. Remember querader." In one evening, at Tulsa, Oklathat-in the words of a certain dramatic homa, our box-office receipts were $4301.00,
critic-"the theatre is not a - place to a record for that city and, I believe, a rewhich one goes in search of the unex- cord for one night's receipts in a standard
plored corners of one's imagination; it theatre for a dramatic. attraction. I men-,
is the place to which one goes in repeat~ tion this here, because it is within my pered search of the familiar corners of one's sonal experience and' because it illustrates
imagination. The moment the dramatist the point- I am trying to make.
-and this applies to the photodramatist
Similiatly, do not write down to your
even more strongly-works in the direcactor. Fortunately, the actor in films to~
tion of the unfamiliar corners, he is
"lost." The most popular pictures are of day has a greater experience, a finer backthe type which is familiar to the ordinarv g-round, a wider education, a higher intelmore artistic capability than
experience; the spectator can respond t~ ligence and
its action with ease, hence it holds his in- of yore. Remember this and take it into
terest and, if the story is worthy, it account, when you are tempted to decry his
ability to characterize the petsQnages in
gains his approval.
'
These words of advice are-not the result your creation. The combination of a good
ofa swift survey, but rather of a long care- story and a good actor, speaking of the
ful study of the screen and its photodrama- profession collectively, is sure to mean a
tic material. Moreover, I speak them here popular success as weU as a worthwhile
not merely as a layman, but also from the photodrama !
The dying out of the stellar vehicleviewpoint of the actor. We can interpret
far better when we ourselves understand- strictly speaking-indicates firmly that the
for understanding begets sympathetic in- successful photodrama should be not mereterest and this, in turn, begets an artistic, ly a chance for the actor to display his
convincing portrayal. Remember that you tricks of technique. Give him something 111USt write your story so that the actor can with innate dramatic force, something that
grasp its underlying purposes; thus alone, is within the ken of himself and of your
prospective audience-in short, a real good
can he cooperate with you to "put it across."
Many a screen writer will write down to story, and-you will have "arrived" so firm,his audience-that is fatal. In the course ly that you will be successful thenceforth.

a

The Miracle
By Alice Musser

•

Hushed fell the wind,-and darkly
Like a pall across a bier,
Black clouds obscured the sunlight;
And- softly, as a. tear,
The rain fell down upon the earth
Brown-burned and sere from summer's SUIl.
The dead thing stirred as at God's word;
And swiftly, joyfully, the Spring had come.

. -'
~

'Simple-but Gripping"
Greatest Screen Dramas Achieve Fame by Appealing
to the Heart of Humanity

.T

By Douglas Macle

is something lacking. Outside, though,
HE trouble with most writers for the
silver sheet is that they under-estimate we see the box office besieged by a waitheart appeal, the factor that I have ing line; naturally, as writers, we glean
come to believe leads all others. We attend that this is what Mr. and Mrs. Public dethe theater and witness a story which has no man'd and realize we must cater to them,
given star performer, and is, in comparison if success would be ours.
So we retire to
with many features
our studios, smoke
of the day, literally
innumerable pipefuls
unadvertised.
W e
of the favorite brand
find it to be a pictur(if men) ~nd;' burn
ization rated by fanmidnight electricity
dom as a "simple litattempting to write
tle story." It feaa g rea t scenario.
tures no unusual
Mostly they are restunt or plot, not
jected.
even, perhaps, bearMea n w h i I e, a
ing a thrilling clibrother 0 r sister
max. Yet we leave,
writer pens a little
possibly after a secstory of love and huond showing, feeling
like a new being.
man heart and its
Our emotions, which
value to a weary
do not differ from
world, and it is acthose of the majorcepted. When proity who attend the
duced it does not
movies, have been
come forth 'w i t h
aroused by heart intrumpets bla r i n g,
terest.
Thereupon,
but John and Sarah
a resolve is made to
J ones review it at
beg i n at once the
the
Neighborhood
lvriting of the greatest
Playhouse and more
photo-play of all time,
than one real, honvyith heart interest the
est-to-goodness snif[pain appeal.
fle is detected emitButwhile rummagting from their lo"Stories that reach the heart,
ing about in the recality.
stories ·of true love and its value to
cesses of our thought
a weary world-these will bring a
N ext morni n g
corners for the proper
real reward to the one who writes
John tells his busiidea, we attend the
them," says Mr Mack Those who
ness partner "The
performance of a picwrite, not for money alone, but beUnusual Boom e r ture that advertisecause they wish to make the world
ang" is well worth
ments have told us
happier, will agree with him. The
seeing, "simple but
cost "umsteen," thouothers, we believe, must eventually
gripping," he declaraccept his point of view-or meet
sand dollars and rees. Mrs. Jones inwith failure.
quired many persons
forms Mrs. Miller
in the making. Critics
of the dandy picture.
have been very kind to it. Thus we are That night, at The Neighborhood, the atprepared to witness what we presume tendance is swelled by unpaid advertising.
will be the greatest yet.
Eventually the modest success is bound to
As the scenes are unfolded the reali- come back to the writer of the story in
zation comes that the picturization is the form of a request for more efforts of
letter perfect, the acting well done, the similar appeal.
writing exceptionallly clever. Yet there
(Continued on Page 36)
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Beauty and Brains

.

is a rare combination. However the steady rise of Colleen Moore, shown above, indicates that she possesses both. She has been selected to play the lead in "Broken
Chains," Winifred Kimball's $10,000 prize photoplay.

The Screen Drama of TOI)1.orroW
Successful Photoplay of the Future Must Give
Public Real Food for Thought
By Colleen Moore
FRIEND of mine-a newspaper being clever because there is a weakness
woman-says she has never in- in the story. \iVhen I mention this to
terviewed a woman from any ,some of my writer friends, they tell me
walk of life who has not sometime dur- the weakness was in the direction and
ing the interview said; with a tender acting, so it becomes a 'matter of persmile, that she has often considered sonal opinion.
writing as a possible expression for her
I doubt if those of us who are activethoughts.
ly engaged in some angle of the making
There is undoubtedly something ro- of moving pict'ures can properly gauge a
mantic about th~ idea of writing. Prob- screen production. We pick .flaws in
ably this comes from the fact that the the wrong places and put the emphasis
medium is so simple that almost everyone where it is least required.
However, I have observed of late that
can afford the necessary instruments for
'those who are most vitally concerned in
the art-a pencil and some paper.
Comparatively few persons who have the making of pictures-namely the pronever received any training think they ducers-have conceded that the trouble
can leap in and paint a masterpiece be- . with many of their productions has been
the story,
fore breakfast, but
Concerni n g the
any number believe
technical end 0 f
it quite possible to
evolve a plot, write
scenario writing" I
"Think In Pictures
know nothing, but
it out as a synopsis,
and sell it before
j
u d gin g by t he
when you write photoplays,"time for din n e r.
scripts that are givis the' advice of Miss Moore,
The peculiar thing
en me to read when
who states that there is a
about this is, that it
I .am to have a part
tremendous'dema9d at present
is quite' possible to
in a picture, ~ should
do it-if one knows
say the' art of writfor really good stories, written
English and has
ing for the screen
directly fo.r the screen by perthorough technical
and that of writing
sons who are willing to master
training.
for any other medthe
principles of scenario
Undoubt e d 1v i t
ium is as different
technique.
would have b' e e n
- as doing a pencil
good form for me
sketch or a portrait
to have announced
in oils,
at the very beginWhat does the
ning that I am not a writer-but it seems public want in stories.?
more reasonable to just proceed and let
A well known theater owner told me
whoever happens to read this deduce the other day that the public wanted
that fact as he goes along.
something that it coul<;l. afford and that
That there is something wrong -with would cost it no mental effort.
screen stories, most persons in the proPersonally, I do not agree with him.
fession and many outsiders are willing I believe the public has arrived at the
to admit.
'
-place where it wilf be glad to do a little
If a popular book is scenarioized and thinking, and that the picture of tomorproduced there is almost certain to fol- row will depict life in a much more sublow a flood of criticism-which would tle and scientific manner.
seem to prove that after all, writing diThe lily-white. heroine and the gold~
rect for the screen, as Rupert' Hughes lined hero are all tired out-even though
advises, is one of the answers.
_
they have found themselves)n many and
Frequently I see a much advertised varied situations. Also the Good Old
and exploited picture, which just escapes Public is a bit fed up on them:

A
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Revi_ewing the various pictures that
have been presented with booms and
bangs of propaganda, one discovers that
nearly every form of life, ancient and
modern, has sometime been picturized.
We have had Bible films, metaphysical
pictures, sex themes, home and mother
stories, humorous, satirical and comedy
scena-rios, sordid, sad, heavy and light
pictures; and there have -been done. into
screen productions most of the extreme~
ly popular play"s and short stories of the
past decade.
Yet with all the material that has been
produced, despite all the books, stories,
and plays still available, there are many
writers who are writing salable "originals" for the screen-and scores of them
have had no previous writing experience.
This fact, together with the fremendous demand for screen stories, should en-:
courage those who think they have scenarios lurking in their brains.

O

In any event there is nothing to be_
lost by writing- down one's ideas-and if
there is a life story that has interested
you, it may easily happen that it will be
interesting to portray on the screen.
The expression; '''Think in Pictures,"
would seem to be reasonable advice-if
one knew exactly what is meant by it.
Naturally because I have been thinking in screen language for some time, I
can't think in any other way than by
visualizing the story that presents itself to my mind, but I imagine there are
those who ,know more about" :writing
who will find it very difficult to "think
in piCtures."
Presenting life on the screen is the
aim of numerous producers, and this after all is the answer to the scenario-but
life is varied and complica ted. Yet jt
must be translated into simple, practical
picture expression if it is to be successful.

PTIMIST-a picture producer who believes that his coming production is so clean
that it will be passed by every Board of Censorship.
~~
~

A

N Eastern politician advocates "intelligent censorship."
shall be hearing of "artistic ditch-digging."

Ere long, we presume, we

..•~. -'
~
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"The Eternal Three"

,'T

fJyM abel Young Strohm

HE ETERNAL THREE" is certainly a
correct titIe--for everything. I
read constantly about the ':Eternal
Three" as being used so often in photoplays, and I fell ·to wondering where one
could find anything else, even in the case
of a woman, doing her housework: the
woman, cleanliness and dirt. Sometimes
dirt predominates; and sometimes cIeanliness, aided by the woman, whisps the villain
and he disappears.
When a woman takes care of her sick
child, there's the woman fighting death,- and
trying to re-instate King Health who has
lost his throne.
If a housewif.e wishes to _do a lit tIe

fancy-work there's pleasure trying to win
the :woman from house-work, who holds her
as a slave.
.
One would think a disobedient child
would "be one character; but there, mischief
is trying to get the upper hand of duty, with
the child as the object to fight over.
_They tell us We see too much of the "triangle business" in stories and" plays, but it
seems as though it must be a triangle to be
true to life.
What is life itself but the "E t ern a 1
Three ?" Man, Life and Death. And even"
after death, there is Man; Eternal Happiness or Eternal Misery-so wear,e told.

Don't Be "Half-Baked' ,
Proper Preparation for Photoplay Writing l rged
by June Mathis, Noted Scenarist
By C/;arles E. McCaJthy

F you would write-don't be half-baked. a nicely worded rejection slip.
That's June Mathis' advice to young
Stories thus written-and they make
and ambitious scenario writers.
up 99 out of everyone hundred received
"Be sufficiently prepared so that you un- at the average studio, are truly "halfderstand story logic," explained Miss baked" because the writer is not trained
Mathis. "Many amateurs get very clever in dramatic essentials; he knows nothing
of motion picture
single ideas, but they
procedure, he is not
are unable to fabrieven familiar with
cate other incident~
the great literary
to back theni up. A
classics which form
plot is a mosaic of
the background, for
many things. A clever original idea ll1ay
,
all truly successful
writings.
In many
be the central point
cases
you r "halfthat sells a plot-but unless the plot
baked" s c e n 'a rio
as a whole is fundawriter is not a sufmentally cor r e c't
ficiently thoro ugh
from
a dramatic
st1udent of pictures
standpoint it will not
as they are shown
sell."
in the theaters to be
aware of the changWhen June Mathing fashions of cinis urges preparation
ema.
she knows vv hat
she's talking about.
As an actress June
Mathis was once
She prepare!l for
asked to write an
two years before she
article for the paper
tried to sell a story.
of a town in which
She was a gi"rl
she was playing with'
who had a reputaEltinge in "The Fastion as an actress.
cinating Widow."
She had played inIt was a good argenues and leads with
ticle.
such stage successes
"Why don't you
1S "The Vinegar Buywrite?"
said the eder" with Ezra KenFew screen dramatists have
itor, "you' h a v e
dall, "Brewster's Milachieved the high position held, in
splendid ideas."
lions" and with Julian
the motion picture world by Miss
The seed stuck
Eltinge in "T h e
Mathis.
She has written 1:hirty
and
sprouted.
Fascinating Widow."
successful "originals," as well as
Success as a writThen she decided to
having adapted a number of books
er meant a cessation
write and now she is
-among them being "The Four
of a ten-year's tireone of the best-paid
Horseman of the Apocalypse," one
s orne
one night
and most successful
of the great pictures of all time.
stands, of moving
scenario writers.
from place to place:
But June Mathis
has never written a half-baked scenario. it meant a home for Miss Mathis and
Her debut as a motion picture writer her mother.
"But I was an actress and knew nothwas vastly different from that of the
average person who gets a story idea, ing at all about writing a~ a profession,"
spends half an hour writing it-ships it Miss Mathis relates, "I knew actingoff to a motion picture company-and in but putting acting in words, that was a
two weeks receives the story hack plus 'different matter. Who was I to start
15
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right out, immEidiately to emulate professional authors who had been studying their jobs for years?"
And so Miss Mathis did something all
young writers could well emulate-but
they never do! For two years she did
nothing but study writing. She read
everything Shakespeare ever wrote. She
read drama from the early Miracle plays
to Oscar Wilde and Augustus Thomas.
She read Poe, deMaupasant, Dickens,
Thackeray, Balzac, every writer who
possessed a point of style that might be
valuable. She read books on construction. She wrote thirty stories and re. wrote them so that each had two or
three different beginnings and two or
three different endings. She'd take a story
and chop it up and twist it around' and
play with it-and then put it back in her
trunk and start on another idea.
She didn't make the mistake of submitting'a "half-baked" scenario. She never
tried to sell herself as a writer until at
the end of two years sheKNE.W that'
she knew the fundamentals, the basic
principles of the art'she was entering.
At the end of that time she wrote a scenario around the play of a well-known playwright.'
.
After several days Director Edwin Carew
phoned the playwright.
"I don't want your play," he said, "But

for
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I would like to talk with the young woman
who, wrote that scenario. It shows cleverness and a knowledge of dramatic requirements."
And in one little·phone call-and a two
years' wait-June Mathis a chi eve d .her
goal. And all because two years didn't seem
too long as a training for a profession
. which above all requires both wide and
definite knowledge.
She became scenario writer for Metro,
wrote there for several years, and then
sprang into instant fame with "The Four
Horsemen." Now· she. is with Famous
Players-Lasky where she has just completed the adaptation of "Blood and Sand," another great story by Vincente Blasco Ibanez.
"Blood andSand," with Rodolph Valentino
as star and Fred Niblo directing, promises
to be one of the most colorful pictures of
the year, carrying still' further the fame and
fortune of the young woman who had sense
and patience enough to wait.
"I don't wish to set myself up 'as a supreme example," says Miss Mathis, "but I
do think that 99 out of one hundred wouldbe scenario writers would save themselves
disappointments if they'd take a long periOd
of study and practice before attempting to
sell a story. At the end of two- years Y9u
either know that you have writing ability
"":"'or that it's all hopeless."

....
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Palmer Photoplay Corporation Plans
Move to I-Ieart of Filmland
EA.DERS of The Pho to dramatist
who are, or have been, students of
the Palmer Photoplay Corporatio'n
will be interested in the following item
from the .HollywoodDaily Citizen of
Monday, May 22nd:
"Officers of the Palmer Photoplay Ccwporation began, this morning, active
preparation for the moving of their business to Hollywood, where they will occupy the second and third floors of the
Palmer Building and a fourth floor, work
on the addition of which will be commenced ilIl'111ediately,

R

"An indication of the field of activities
of this corporation ~as given in the remarks of Marion Fairfax at the dinner
tendered by the Chamber of Commerce
to Dean \iVoods of the University of
California sumnier schools, when she
stated that one of the biggest needs of
the motion picture industry today was
instruction in the work of scenario writing, and that the only course to which
the Screen Writers' Guild had given its
endorsement was that be'ing offen~d hy
the . Palmer Photoplay Corporation."

JPA§T

AND FUTURE
--"-

HIS is our anniversary.
'
Anniversaries signify growth, and we cannot help but feel that the
growth of The Photodramatist has been phenomenal. Started three
years ago as a mere pamphlet, it has steadily increased,in size, appeara~ce and
circulation, until today it stands preeminent iIi its field-a magazine of international importance, which has repeatedly been recognized as the most reliable authority in the world of screen drama.

T

Credit for this achievement may be laid to the absolute sincerity of purpose which from the first has marked its editorial policy. There has been no
attempt to advance by means of false promises, bluster or misleading advertising; no effort to build upon the shifting sands of sensationalism. Instead,
those behind The Photodramati.., t have clung tenaciously to the'idea that real
success must inevitably follow a conscientious effort to render a truly constructive service to screen writers, and the results have more than justified
their faith.
However, as satisfactory as the progress of The Photodramatist has been,
the publishers have no intention of resting upon their laurels. They realize
that no success is so great as to justify the possessor thereof in ceasing to
strive for higher standards~ With this thought in mind, plans have been perfected for a bigger and better magazine-a publication that will be as greatly
superior to the present Photodramatist as it, in the past, has been to the other
magazines in its field.
This radical change will be inaugurated with the July number, when The
Photodramatist will be issued as a standard, flat-size magazine, as perfect
mechanically and artistically as human ingenuity can make it. Not only will
it be larger by fully fifty per cent than it is ~t present, but we believe that,
with the addition of new departments and articles which the increased size
will permit, it will be of infinitely more value to those who write, or who
aspire to write.
.
Most notable of the new features will be a short story department,
wherein fiction-writers of international reputation will discuss each month the
technique of the short story. This feature, however, will be different from ap.y
appearing in other magazines, since especial attention will be given to the
construction of stories which will have value not only as fiction, but also as
motion picture possibilities. A series of instructive,yet interesting, articles
on the use of good English, contributed by noted authorities, will also be an
institution with the new Photodramatist. H. H. Van Loan's "Own Corner," .
by special arrangement with this well-known scenarist, will be greatly amplified, whil~ the other departments will be even more valuable and helpful than
t~ey have b~en in the past.
In fact, The Photodramatist for the coming year will not be a magazine
for scenario writers only. It will be a fountain head of inspiration and instruction for all' writers-larger and better than any other similar publication in
the world today.
/
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Corrupting the Children
UCH arrant nonsense has beep written within the past few months by
persons who believe, or claim - to believe, that the morals of our children are rapidly being corrupted by motion pictures, and
that unless "something is aone about it" very
soon, we shall become a race of criminal
morons.
The editor of The Photodramatist has been
greatly interested in this movement to save
the children. Like all good citizens, we do
not want the children corrupted and are willing to do. whatever lies within our power to
see that they are not. We must admit! however, that we have had our doubts in the matter. For one thing, we have never believed
that the present day youngster is one whit
worse than his father and mother were in
their adot"escent days. In fact, we have always considered that the boys and girls of
today are, on the whole, more advanced, both
morally and intellectually, than their forbears.
They ought to be. The world has progressed
rapidly in every branch of science and of art.
What reas'on is there to believe that it has
gone backward in' the matter of morals and
of intellect?
Motion pictures became popular some twelve
years ago-at which time, by the way, "reformers" were bewailing the "corruption of children" just as vehemently as they are at present. 'Dhe progress of the screen art was
rapid. Mistakes were made, we must admit.
Some of the early productions were lurid.
Yet -persons of today who, at the age of fifteen,
were subjected to their Influence, are now, by
some curious quirk of fate, s"Ubstantial young
men and women attending to business and to'
their homes just as diligently and conscientiously as the ones who went before them.
Vile -liave never yet, as a matter of fact, seen
any accurate proof of the statement that the
morals of the pres-ent day child are at a low
level. Despite the ranting of paid speakers
and writers, none of 6he~ has as yet produced
statistics to show that young America is drift-
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ing toward degeneracy. However, we have
found ample' proof that the children of today
are much more advanced morally and intellectually than those who did not have the opportunity of visiting the neighborhood film
theatre.
When one wants information regarding the
health of the country, one must go to the physicians who can produce accurate records of ill, nes's and of death. Accordingly, in search for
the truth regarding the morality of present
day children, we must inquire ,not of the socalled "reformers" but of men wlhose profession brings them into close contact with the
misdeeds of the young and who keep on file
the statistics concerning them. Such a man
is Presiding Justice' Franklyn Chase Hoyt, foryears in charge of t.he Childr-en's Court of
New York, a city in which, because, of the congestion of its population, juvenile delinquency
i~ probably more prevalent than in' any othe;
Judge Hoyt states emphatically in -his latest
annual report that "the court statistics for the
,past ten years show a continuous and gratifying improvement in the matter of juvenile
delinquency." Moreover, in his report-which
is considerably too long to reprint here~he
gives the figures to prove this assertion, Analysisof the statistics he presents', shows that,
despite a steadily increasing stringency in juvenile laws _and -the growth in population, the
number of children brought before him since 1912
has been smaller each year than in the one preceding. Considering that there are over s'ev;n
million persons in N'ew York City, it is astounding to learn that during the year 1921
there were but 10,445 children brought before
the Juvenile Court, of which number 5,490
were arraigned merely for the purpose of appointing for them proper guardians. In the
light of Judge Hoyt's experience and that of
juvenile workers in other cities, who, -in the
Vast majority of cases, r-eport a similar d'ecrease in immorality and law-breaking on the
part of children, we cannot l:telp but believe
that the "reformersl ' who are assailing- the mo- tion pictures on the grounds Uhat they "cor-
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Tupt" our childre.n ar·e either plain liars seeking political or firranciil1 emolument, or that
they are' at least ignorant and a greater menace to America than they would have us believe that the films are. Certainly none of
them, so far, has been able to back his vitriolic statements with proof. We are convinced,
as a matter of fact, that the motion pictures',
far from corrupting the children, have been the
one infl.u.enc·e tlhat is responsible fOl' the steady
improvement reported by Judge Hoyt and
others since 1912. At any rate, it is significant
that this improvement began in the very year
that motion pictures took tht<;ir place as the
highest form of amusement in America..

A
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Step Backward

i)

ERSONS who have followed the career of
Charles' Ray cannot help but be interested
in his recent announcement that he is abaudoning the policy of producing original photo,plays and will hereafter film only published
fiction and successful stage plays. In a state:
ment to the press Mr. ·Ray EIlYS that a clause
to this effect has been incorporated -in his new
contract with United Artists. 'Whether this
policy is a result of the young star's own desites or whether it has been adopted at the
request of his advisors, we do not know. ,We
do know, however, that both Mr. Ray and the
United Artists are -making a decidecl error.
Even were it not for the fact that all the
larger studios are veering away from adaptations and' more and more t"oward originals,
the fact would still remain that Charles Ray
achieved his early success largely becaus'e his
stories were written directly around his person~lity, and one would 'believe that a moment's thought would cause. him to realize that
he is treading upon' dangerous ground indeed,
when he enters into an agreement to produce
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-only adaptations. We have in mind' two
Charles Ray productions, "Forty-five Minutes
from Broadway" and "The Midnight Bell,"
adapted from stage plays, both of which were
huge disappointments to his followers, although he is reported to have paid large sums
for the picture rights.
/ On the other hand, every lover of motion
pictures remembers such Charles Ray successes
as "Alarm Clock Andy,': "Greased Lightning,"
"Paris Green," "The Busher" and many others
based upon original scenarios. Although we
-;'egret, having admired Mr. Ray's artistry, that
he has failed to profit by past experiences, we
presume that pos'sibly his two coming years'
experiment will be of value to him in that
it will teach him that no man is so well
grounded in. his profession that he may
abandon the policies that brought. about his
success. And we predict that at the end or'
the two year perio'd Mr. Ray wil! be once more
an ardent advocate 'of ori'ginal photoplays.

Something to Think About
YOUNG woman in 'San Francisco, a
. . nurs'e by profession, wrote us recently
to the effect that she was "through
with photoplay writing." She informed us that
although she has studied dilige'lltly for more
than six months and, has written two screen
dramas, her efforts have been received S'O frigidly by the studios to which they were submitted, . two scenario editors ·having returned
her stories without comment, that she realizes
the "utter futility" of ever hoping to succeed
in the world -of motion pictures.
This letter is little different from many received by the editor of The Photodramatist
each month. It chances, however, that we
have been acquainted for some years with the
writer of the missive undet discussion; and,
knowing the facts pertaining to her career; we

A

Faith
By Elbert H. Saulmon
AVE Fa.it.h. Make Faith your trustworthy servant. Faith will serve you!
. Take Faith into your confidence-into your heart. Let Faith represent
you to your God-the Power Supreme! Put Faith into your- work. Remember, works without Faith are deaa! Inasmuch that you have Faith, insomuch will you create. You may never build- the Master Photodrama, but your
efforts will be fitting to your amount of Faith! Faith in creating and creating
fn Faith are one and the same. 'They are mortally inseparable. But Faith is to
creating what the soul is to the body-it is the Life! So have faith in 'yourself,
in others, and in your God. _Faith is of the Infinite, limitless, powerful!

H
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feel that a great lesson for aspiring photo"sudden success"-which, upon investigation
dramatists may' be drawn therefrom. vVe invariably reveals the fact -that years of study
know, for instance, that s'he is considered one
are behind it-the fact remains that the reof the most capable nurses in the Red Cross.
wards in the scenario writing profession go
Her record during the war was so unusual
to those who are willing to give it the same
that it elicited favorable comment from those
measure of attention that they would accord to
highest in army medical circles, and she is
any other line, of endeavor.
at present the wearer of s'everal medals awardVi~ion
ed to ,her for efficient and in telligent service in
Europe during the recent hostilities. As sJle
T WAS Solomon who said, "Without viis the author of an unusually interesting ,md
sion the people perish." Vision is a part
well written book upon Red Cross work, we
of our lives. It isn't so much ,,"hat a m'an
know also that she posses'ses a solid foundaknows as it is whether or not he has foretion in literary skill, upon which undoubtedly sight to apply his knowledge-and, lastly, to
she could build a successful career as a scenapply that knowledge to his everyday life.
arist as soon as s\he has masfered the differVision is a part of one's imagination. Imagent technique of the photoplay.
ination can be developed and expended through
Undoubtedly there are many others similar
his creative powers. One sure development
to this young woman-:-persons who, possessof all his powers is.through study of the eighth
ing every qualification for scenario writing exart-screen drama.
cepting the necessary tra.ining-become disImagination / enables a man to muster his
couraged before they -have' barely knocked
knowledge of a subject into real action. Knowupon the doors of the studios. Many of them
ledge without action is a form of decay. .By
are masters of other professions and did not
invigorating t,h'e imag.ination man automaticthink it unusual' that from three to fi~e years
ally obtains this knowledge.
'were required for the special tec.hnical trainThe difference between the digger of ditches
ing pertaining thereto, A nurse, for instance,
and the captain of industry is the relative
to become really proficient, must undergo at
least three years of rigid discipline and study ratio -between the two e1ements--ereative imagi-'
before a doctor will entrust even ordinary nation .and visualization. Without either, man
cases to 'her care. Yet, nursing, as compared
'sinks into oblivion.
to scenario writing, brings a very small meas- '
Vision and imagination give a man a pracure of fame and even smaller financial comtical way of thinking. Tlhey awaken smouldering ambitions. They make the desire to do
p'ensation.
'
It is high time that people ceased consider- almost overwhelming.
Therefore let us never forget this one great
ing scenario writing as' a trivial profession that
truth-before a man can possibly 'succeed in
may be mastered by the most casual study and
anything (and this includes all of us') he mt:st
within time limits which would be considered
have knowledge" imagination and creative
ridiculous in any other line of occupation.
power.
Despite the occasional example of so-called

I

The Time I've Lost
By Gordon Kyle
The time I'd lost in trying,
In ignorance defying
The artful maze
Of Photo-plays
Had set my Hope aflying.
,
When Wisdom one day sought .me
To learn the Art that taught me
The only way
To write a play,
And vVealth is what it's brought me!
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The Screen Drama League
An Organization to Combat the Censorship Evil,
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Political censorship-with all the vicious,
is the highest form of art, to one person, is
insidious elements that enter into that plan Of
veritable rubbish to another; what might be
regulating motion pictures-seems doomed for
termed rank indecency by John Smith would
early defeat in eyery locality in which it has
not suggest any evil whatever to Jim'Jones or
gained a foothold, according to press reports
Mary Jane. This is a situation, however that
from all sections of the country, ' Trhe Screen
cannot be altered, Those who seek better picDrama League has exerted no/ little influence
tures can only work for productions that will
in impressing upon the
,be ,approved by the
public the utter futil~
great majority. . And
·ity of a system of conthe small minority, be
trol that is based upon
they too. far to one
principles extant durside, or too far to the
ing the Dark Ages. At
other, cannot be con1.
To
free
screen
drama
from
all times, hO'wever, we'
sidered. One-hundred
the
burdens
of
minority
censorhave been in the forepercent perfection - in
ship,
political
exploitation
and
the
ground in the figlht for
an art~miiy come with
emasculating influence of organbetter pidures.
the millenium; but unized propaganda.,
.
til Providence casts all
In all probability.
2. To assure to the photodrahuman beings in the
many advocates of cen"
matist the same freedom of exsame mould, no two
sorship are in sympapression accorded to authors, arpersons will form the
thy with the very ideals
tists and' other creative workers.
same opinion of any
which' the League ,has
3. To secure for the photodra- '
one book, story, play
atte,mpted to champion.
matist the right to submit his
or photodrama.
In fact, a large majorwork to the public unmutilated,
ity of persons wlho
Censorship, a s the
thereby assuring him a review by
have voted for censorCreed of, the Leagu'e
the majority, subject only to
ship have been deceivplainly states, is based
proper police regulations.
ed by dishonest, officeup'on minority control,
4. To support and encourage
seeking leaders, who
and must be abolished.
makers of clean and worthy pic~
see in censorship a
In place of it-if any
tures, and to discour,age- the mansource of income and
regulation at all is necufacturers of unworthy pictures by
would use their official
essary-a system must
refusing patrona'ge to'them.
positions' as a dub with
be devised whereby the
5. To encourage ~chool, soCial
which to gain more,
voice' of the majority
~nd parental supervision of chilpower.
will be heard - ana
dren's film entertainment by selectheeded.
Eve r y bod y wants'
ing for them those pictures which
clean pictures - everyare most suitable, thereby permitTihis -same sentiment
body. that is, excepting
ting the adult to enjoy the same
was voiced at a recent
a few evil-thinking
measure of realism on the screen
meeting of the Better
morons.
And these'
as has always been found in literPictures Association of
latter persons are not
ature and on the speaking stage,
the World, held in Los,
within the ,ranks of the
and permitting the screening of,
Angeles' on May
picture. pro d u c e r s
dramatic masterpieces without untwelfth. Among those
either, despite the ef'warranted expurgation 0'£ vital
who addressed the audiforts' 0 f demagogues
scenes.
ence were ministers of
and so-called "reform6. To use voice, pen, vote and
the various churches,
ers'" to make the pubpersonal influence, so far as is posbusiness men, club e '
lic believe that they
sible, in resisting not only class
women and the presiare. Indeed, consider~
legislation against the screen but
dent of the Southern
ing the ability that ceralso any legislation and propa-'
Calif.orni'a Parenttain censors possess to
ganda seeking to impose upon any
Teachers
Federation.
"re'ld" evil into the
creative art or medium of expresThe motion picture inmost innocuous' prosion~press, pulpit or public rosterests we r,e rep r e- 'ductions, we sometimes
trum--censorship or hampering resen ted by Frederick
believe that more than
strictionsdesired only by a minorPalmer, for years a
ity.
•
o n esalacious-minded
leader in the movement
person sit on the very
7. To study imd support the
for higlh standards in
boards that have been
'best in screen drama and to foster,
the picture' world. M r.
elected, or appointed,
in every possible way· the dePalmer, in his talk,
to jud~e what the peo,velopment and elevation of the
. spoke especially upon
ple shall, or shall not
motion picture art.
the difficulty that pro-,
see.
ducers are having in
Members of the
securing stories wonhy
of artIstIc production. In faet, he' said; faulty
Screen Drama League will be pleased to learn
stories have had mUClh to do with the dissatthat there is a' strong movement on foot to
isfaction expressed by many' with morion picmaintain high standards in motion pictures
tures in the past. However, he stated that
through the people t.hemselves. A standard,
of .course is always, a variable thing. What
(Continued on Page 36),
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URING a chat with House Peters the
other day, that excellent actor remarked: "When the author, actor and
director get together on the 'set' we're going
to have better pictures."
I doubt whether his sta·tement needs any
qualifying 'whatsoever. That day is on the
edge of the horizon now, and it won't be long
before many authors will be directing their
own stories. Charlie Logue is doing it. He's
the chap that wrote "The Infidel"-Katherin.e
MacDonald's latest picture-and adapted "My,
Four Years in Germany."

D
,

* * * * *

YOUNG LADY~ said tome the other
day: "If I could only sell one story,
I'd throw up my"position and devote
the rest of my time to writing."
Hollywood and LoS' Angeles are filled with
aspiring writers who ,have done that very
same thing. Some people have done a thing
once and never were able to do it again. I L
requires more that the sale of one story to
prove to yourself that you can write. Then
too, there are, lots of people who hnve ·only
anI' story in them, and, book publish:;rs, phy
producers and moving picture prcducers will
vouch for the truth of this statement.

A

W

'" * * * *

her, you are not occupying one-half of the seat.
you paid for when you en teredo I t's hard to equal
that sort of suspense, and it's always s·;re-nfe.
But, it's nothing more or less than plain, every-day, dyed-in-the-wool, blown-in-the-bottle
hokum. Griffith is a master of it. He knows
the value of it. He knows how it sets the
blood tingling and the ,excitement it arouses in'
the breast, and he knows that the public loves
that sort of thing with all its heart and soul.
Every "best seller" has it; every great play has
it and every successful moving picture production haS' it. Put it into your story and you'll'
sell the story.

* *. *'* *
ITCH your ambition to a star, but
don't hitch your story to one. This is
the advice we give those who keep a
particular star in mind as they write their
story. If there is another character in the
story which ·can be built up and made into a
strong role, don't hesitate about doing it. The
day is fast approa:hing when the majority of
our productions will be compose.d of well-bal f ,
anced casts, and each role wiH be interpreted
by famous actors.

H

D

HAT is hokum, anyway?" This is
the question Edwin Schallert, Dramatic Editor of the Los Angeles
Times, asked me the other day. I told him
that; "Hokum consists of all the sure-fire s~t
uations, designed to stir the greatest emotions
* * * * *
in t,he 'human breast, which have b~en recogOR the benefit of those who are of the
nized as' excellent iI.Igredients in everymeloopinion that nearly everyone in the
drama since the days in Eden. It's the stuff
world is writing, or is about to ~rite, a
that you'll find in every successful novel, play
photoplay, we, 'might inform them that two of
or 'photoplay, and if you're looking for a conthe most popular feminine stars are at present'
crete example, go and see how Griffith handled - idle, because they are without suitable stories.
it in his screen version of "The Two Orphans."
They would pay almost any reasonable. price
He tears the blind Louise from her sister,
for the right kind of stories, and. yet, at the
Henriette, and then takes his time in bringing
present writing they have not been, able to
them together again. And, ~ll the time he's
find the particular type of story they thin,k
doing it he's working on the' emotion9 of his
most acceptable to their peculiar ability. All of
audience to such an extent that when he brings
which leads us to wonder how many stars are
you to that scene where Henriette sees Louise
capable of deciding the roles they are best in.
from her balcony and yet, is unable to reach
We have watc'hed a goodly number of them

F

,

* * * * *

RESS it up, if you so d'esire; put it
in an aristocraticsettmg -or make the
baCKground one of poverty;. put it on
an island in the Red Sea or in the' barrens of
the Klondike, but make it melodrama. That's
wllllt the public wants. Real red-blooded, sus-'
pensy, thrilling, romantic drama, with smashing.
climaxes and flavored with mystery and in\
trigue. We like that sort of stuff because .we're
all youthful at heart, and youth loves action and
excitement.
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$100,000 to $500,000. I t took me frombetwee~
two and three weeks time to make up this·
photoplay and write it out.
I never copy'
a word of it. I made it all up out of my own.
head. I bought myself a book on "How To
Be-Come
A Expert Moving Picture Photo-'
* * * * *
Play Writer" and I studied it for two or thr'ee .
HEN the novelist, playwright or photodramatist starts to wri te fiction he . months' time, then I learn how to write p.h0to-·"'
plays. Awaiting your early reply at once by
usually turns to facts for his material;
when he writes facts, the· public. very often' return mail, or within five or six days from
now.
brands the results as' fiction, Today we wonder
"I remain,
just how much of everything is fiction and how
"Yours Very Truly,
much is fact. For example : I recently wrote
"John Blank.
my fi·rst sea story, entitled, "Wreckage." The
"P. S. 'Please send check for between $100,other day a correspondent wrote me thaf he
000 to $50,000 to my name who is Mister
believed I had taken my material from facts,
Blank. Please write me a good letter and
He said .he knew of a "William McCabe" in
then address the envelope with my na~e on
real life, and that the legal part of the story
it, then pin the check for from between $100,- '
was made public in a Los Angeles divorce court
000. to $500,000 to the letter, and then sealsome time ago, This, in spite of the. fact that
ed the envelope, and then have the envelope
I believed I was writing a fiction story, and
Registered. This' is the best way and the only
never heard of a case of similar nature being
way.
enacted in real life, The story was ·original
"With Many Thanks.'
with me, and·was inspired by having come into
'I
am
affective,
with my speech, and I can't
contact with the crews of various lightships
talked very plain, find it certainly would help
throughout the world. I was rather pleased
me out a great deal with my speech if you
with the comment of the correspondent, for
people will buy this great five reel feature
it assured me that my story must be human,
photoplay from me for from between $100,000
and therefore not an impossible one. All of
to $500,000.
which goes to prove that a writer may honest"My New Address is as followed.
ly and sincerely try to be original, but it really
"The Blank Moving Picture Writing Co.,
can't be done.. For, after all, life is stranger
"Mister Blank Pres. & Gen. Mgr. & Writer.
than fiction.
"Executive Headquarters.
* * * * *
"Please used myoid addresses."
HE fOllo.win g communication was receiv-.
From the aforegoing, it is really unnecessary
ed recently from a modest young
to state that the producer who received this
.
write.r who illuminates a certain town in
remarkable com~unication _did not purchase
I1linois. In thes'e days of egotism and vainthe story.
glorious boasting, it is pleasing to find one in* * * * *
dividual who refuses to become inflated with
CCASIONALLY,
a writer blooms forth
self-adoration, and I 'l-m going to reproduce it
with the announcement that he is going
I: verbatim in the hopes that it will serve as a '
.
to give patrons what they should have,
soothing cure to those afflicted with too much
instead of what they want. Suchan author
blatant, floundering, personal importance.
So
never worries anyone but himself. Ride along
here. it goes:
.
"Gentlemen.-I am enclosing herewith one' with the procession: stick with the crowd. The
fellow that gets too far ahead of the drum-maof my great five reel feature photoplays enjor. is in danger of losing the parade entirely.
title.d "The Flu Fighting Serenade" which I

fade into the background during, the past two
or three years, and the main reason for their
waning popularity was due to the fact that they
picked the roles they were least fitted to p6rtray.

W

T

O

want you to please read over and then please
buy it from me. I want to tell you that I
want from between $100,000 to $500,000 for
this great photoplay whkh I am sending to
you. This is not very much money for a great
five reel feature photoplay. This is all that
I want for'this great photoplay entitled "The
Flu Fighting Serenade" js only from between

* * * * *

OCORDING to the exhibitor, the pupli.c,
although it has plainly manifested vyhat
it wants, doesn't know what. it really
does want. It wants a good 'story; that's what
it wants. That's what it ..always wants. The
producer and the director admit today that the
story is paramount.
.
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The ~ditor will b~ pleased: at all times,
tp dISCUSS on thIS page any problem, ' ,~
which- readers of The Photodramatistmay suggest to him
.

,

ITUATIONS grow out of conflict. ' human, and they are busy men and
The, probabilities are that in many women. Although always seeking for
instances the scenario writer has ,sneen "gold," they cannot he expecteJ
difficulty in getting conflict into his story to spend hours digging it frOID a mass
because the motiv€s. of the 'characters of clay. Dig your own gold. _ Throw
are not strong enough. Study the pur-, the c1<iy to one side, leaving the precious
poses and desi~es of the charaqers in 'a story-metal e x p 0 sed in s;H:h a manner
particular incietent. - If you were to in- . that the bi,lsiest of busy men cannot help
.
crease their motives,. they would be bilt.find. it.
aroused'to greater, struggle in order to
.
accomplish their respective purposes: W HE tendency of film. producers at
Thus, by making the motivation more
J. ' the present time is' to give more
powerful-if ,done logically and convinc- - . ,careful attention to' subtitles than
ingly-situations will naturally develop. formerly. There is much interest now
in mahng them of a literary. standard
N a recent interview, Oliver Morosco, that will equal the high qualit)l: of the
the v~teran producer, stated that no production itself. Usually the subtitles
. theme has greater' appeal than that are written by the continuity writer and
of self-sacrifice.' Mr. Morosco is un- later edited during the cutting of the
doubtedly right. The screenwriter who picture, ·to suit the action of the ,paris casting about him for a solid founda- ticular scene. But it is a, go.od idea for
tion upon which to build a "sure-fire" aLJthors to give a great deal' of attention
photodrama cannot go wrong if he se- fo subtitles, and if th'ey.have some eslects this powerful, ele111ental theme and pecially good ideas, to put them into
bases his story thereon. The very' words tneir synopses. The ideaf picture has the
"self-sacrifice" sugge&t love, heroism,- fe\,vest possible subtitles, but· thes'e, few
courage-humanness. Since the begin- should be of the highest literary quality.
ning of time, the pfGgress of mankind
T will often be found that characters'
has been marked, by remarkable' exdeyelop inconsistently with the .sitamples of sacrifice.. They are recorded
uations a'rranged by, the. writer. In
in history'; and every: one, although true,'
is a story, cOlltaining all the elements' of this case, neithet chCitacterization nor
true drama.. Go to your libra1-y and plot 'should be sacrificed. The difficulty
read some of them: We venture to state is that'the play has not been propedy
that, when you are through, a new and ,",sGreened" in the mind. Of ,course, the
'powerful photoplay will already have ability to do so is a high attainment.
Chjlracter conception is largely intuitionfound birth in your-mind.'
al, q,ut when it comes to writing you
AREFUL scenarists will bear in must _apply some matter-of-fact tests.
,
'IDind the fact that the "highlights" Consider your plot with an analysis of
--the big moments of their screen cause and effect.
Likewise, consider
stories---!ll1ust not be neglected.
Al- whether you have a "convenient" charthough attention to detail is an excellent acter or one that is realistic. If you
thing, the writer must not allow his have visualized your story scene by.
story to become so replete with com- scene, concentration together with this
paratively trivial. unimportant incidents visualization will help you to straighten
that the climactic portions thereof will rmt the difficulties. Remember that it
lose power. Scenario editors are onlY takes time to write a photoplay.
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From Pen to Silversheet
!3y

!1elvinM. Riddle

VII-SCREEN MAKE-UP'

·
M

ARE-UP, or the art of making up for

"

removed and· a' new' coat 'applied.' If the
subject has a pink 6r 'ruddy complexion,
pink grease p'aint is .used, and if· .the com"
one of theb~raii.ches of film production;
,plexion is brunette Of" sallow, a yellow tone
IS
11evertheless one of the incidental arts,
is a'pplied. 'This IS because' the', make-up
yital and nec~ssary to tne making of motion
must harmonize with the complexion' be,cause
pictures and is thu&, one 0'£ the 'major steps
if a -tont-rasting 'color is, used: ,the ca~
that must be taken hi our journey: from pen to
era will -register spots .on.' the complexion
si hiecrsheet.
where the make-up i~" thin and the skin shows
thr'ough.
.Many are perhaps oL ~th'e impression that
make-up 'i~' a v~ry simple art and involves
The' basic principle of : character faeial
meI:ely the' appli'cation or a little grease-paint
make'up is the principle of high lights 'and
on' the face of thi actor or actress. 60 th'e
low lignts. Certain colors, such,as, red: brown.
other hand, it is a Very intricate art and one
black, dark grey, orange, purple, etc" reg'ster
whi'ch requires much patience, study and praC'- . photographically as shadows and thus whenapplied in the' proper manner can be; used to ac'tice before it can b~ successf~lIy and thoroughly mastered,
'
"
centuate wrinRles, mak~
A well~,known screen , - - - - - - - " ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - , sunken cheek~ o'r 0th,er
like effects. T'hese colcharacte~ ador has observed that· the art of
ors" when applied" are
known as "low lightj." _
making up should be
that ~nters into the '~make-up
. It has often ..been aske'd
'divided into three sepof
a conscientious screen actor.
why screen actors" un~
arate and dis tin Co t
like those o~ the legitibranches.
These are'
The mind, as well as_ fhe face,
mate' stage;
use no
facial make-up, physical'
. must be. moulded into conrouge on their che'eks
makecup and mental
formitywith the part to be
in th~lr make-up, This
make-up.", Of • course,
played'- Mr. Riddle, in his)n-the make-up "of the
I~ i& because
the' r~uge
teresting way, tells you, in this
would photog;ra"ph daTK
leading man, juvenile,
and r'egister: ,as a shadarticle, ,just how this is accomleading woman o'r ino~, making the handgenue is. the simplest
plished. There'll be another
some leading - man ,or
kind 'and .is gel1e~ally
installment of this fascinatihg
'kno';;'n ,as a straight
." pretty
ingcJ!.ue look
series in the bigger and better
:. thin and emaciated: in
make-up. It consists
}uly Photodraimi.tist
-. the face.
'
merely in' putting on a
The opposite 'dIec!
ground tone of grease
'(0 the low light is the
'paint, 'fining the eyes
high light. Any light color, such as white,
an.d 'eyebrows, beading the eye-lashes and
light grey, light blue, etc., i~ a high light and
toning up 'the li'p~ with it little rouge.~ But
is' used for
purpose' ,directly opp,9site from
the character artist or the man or woman
w'ho makes up his' or her face to portray vathat for which the low light is used. The high
rious kinds of characters or perso,nalities,
light color, photographically, produce.!! a conmust be a genuine artist, inasmuch as by 'vex or 'outstanding eff_eet, A low light is geJl~
the aid of make-up he must often change
erilly' edged with a high lignt color to further'
his entire physiognomy and personality to' accentuate'the low light, and vice versa. This
suit the role for which 'he 'has been cast.
important principle is applied in making uP
The essential foundation for all facial
wrinkles" sunken cheeks, lines, scars, sagging
make-up is the grease paint.
This is first
skin, overhanging
eyebrows,
sunken - eye
applied evenly over the face and this first
sockets, etc. The wrinkle is made by a litle
application is known as the ground tone.
If
of low light color, edge.d on one side with a
this tone becomes spotted or marred, it canfaint line of high light. The red low light is
of inestimnble value to the actress who as the
not be patched up, but must be completely
. . the screen:; while it cannot· be defined as

Grease-Paint is Not All

a,
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year,s go by develops the fatal double chin. The
red streak of rouge throws the invisible mantle
·over this drawback to screen beauty.
The made-up scar is produced in a way directly opposite from the method used in making up a wrinkle. The scar is a high light
color, lined or set off with a low light color.
For freckles, little daubs of brown grease paint
are used. An important point to be remembered is that make-up is chiefly an accentuating
agent. When the character actor makes up
wrinkles or other facial lines, he should first
assume the expression of the· character and
then accentuate li"nes natural to that expression
arid should never make wrinkles or lines where
they do not naturally occur. The good makeup artist must also
be familiar with the
many varieties of wigs, beards, moustaches,
false teeth, -etc., and must know for which kind
of character type each is best fitted. There are
also many artificial effects in make-up sucll as
the pulling of certain muscles by attaching
strings to the muscle by the use of putty and
then tying th"estrings and pulling the muscles
until the desired effect is obtained" This
method is often used in the Chinese make-up,
when the eyes are pulled back at the corne:1S,
making them resemble the eyes of a Chinaman. Putty is also employed in making enlarged or crooked character noses.
After completing his facial make-up; the
character artist must look to what we have
already termed his physical make-up. He
~must be sure that his wardrobe is right, for
his _wardrobe, after all,is a part of his makeup. If"he is playing a tramp, "he must be sure
his clothes" look old and ragged and if they
are in too good a state of preservation, he"
must take a file and make a few frayed spots
or ragged- edges in the" material. He mig"ht
also use a little soap or Fuller's earth to give
the :proper effects. Physical make-up, however, also includes the assumption by" the
actor and the physical e~pression of all the
"proper mannerisms" and physical conditions
characteristic of the role he is portraying. If
the character is awkward in his movements,
the actor must also remember to be awkward
in every scene in which he appears before
the cam"era. If the character has a wooden
leg or a wooden hand, the actor must make
up his hand or his limb so that such an impression is conveyed to the audience. In a
Paramount Picture starring Wallace Reid, entitled, :'The Love Special," Clarence Burton,
well-known character artist, performed a per-
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fect feat of make-up art by making his oWn
perfectly. good hand look exactly like an artificial hand. Many. pictures have been seen
in which· the actors have been photographed
in various difficult physical make-ups and one,
in particular, will be remembered- by many, in
which the character player was made up so
that he most strikingly resembled a huge' ape.
In some of these most difficult make-ups the
services of a professional make-up expert .are
required.
,By mental m"ake-up is meant the mental
state of t'he actor when playing a character
part. it can easily be seen how it is" "most
necessary that the actor s t r i veto "be, in
thought, as well as physically, as nearly like
the character he portrays as possible. This
m a k e s for sincerity and promotes a more
faithful interpretation of" the role. The correct mental attitude_ is a keynote to a perfe'ct character portrayal. It has been said
.that a person's face and physique 'are emly an
outward expression of his" mentality. Therefore, if the actor "keeps the right mental attitude during his work, the other will conform. If, for instance, he doesn't lose- sight,
for a moment, of the fact that for the time
being, he is an awkward, ungainly, bowlegged
"cowpuncher, his physical actions will more
readily respond to this conditio,n of thought.
Or, if he will keep" in mind continually that
he is impersonating a county judge or a military officer, the natural dignity characteristic
of such characters will be reflected in his every
physical m.ove and expression. This will ap. ply to any kind of characterization he may
i,nterpret. Luci~n Littlefield, one of the best known
stock character actors at the Lasky studio said
recentrly:
"
"I ,never fail to carefully observe any odd
or striking character whom I chance to see
on" the street or outside my studio work," he
explains. "I have a mental list of characters
'!liP0n which I draw when in need of inspira"tion for some role. When I see an unusual
charas:ter, I watch his actions, engage him in
conversation if poss-ible, observe his mannerisms,' his outstanding fea;tures and even,
through conversation get a hint of his character, temperame,nt or- philosophy, if possible.
When I can think of no model to fit an important character role, I have often gone
down on the streets and kept my eyes open
until one has co~e under my' obserVation.
Then I make him my model, for my make-up,
me,ntally, as well as facially and physically," "
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The Guild Forum
.-\.. 'monthly department devoted to the interests of the Screen
vYriters' Guild of the Authors' League of America, the official
organization of recognized photodramatists and studio staff writers.

The Screen Writers' Guild
OFFICERS
FrankE. Woods, President.
,Marion Fairfax, Vice-Pres,ident.
Elmer Harris, Treasurer and Executive
. Secretary.
Lucien Hubbard, Recording Secretary.
Executive Committee
The officers and Thompson Buchanan,
Waldemar Young, Eugene W. Presbrey,
Jeanie· MacPherson, Mary O'Connor,
Milton Schwartz, AI Cohn.

Cramp, held in· December in the Ambassador Hotel.
"It has succeeded in set,tling out of court
disputes between producers and writers, so
that now its services as arbiter are sought
even by the "magnates." And when the
scandals threatened Hollywood the Screen
Writers' Guild leaped to the defense."

Writers Lose Friend

Members of the guild were greatly shocked to learn of the sudden death of Maxwell
Kaq;er, formerly Production Manager for
the Metro Pictures Corporation and one of
the best friends that members of the writHOREAU CRONYN, special corres-. ing fraternity had in the .screen world. His
pondent for the N ew York Herald, demise occurred while en route to New
.
who was sent to Hollywood following York for a conference with the directors
the Taylor murder, pays a pleasing tribute of the Metro corporation. Funeral services
to the Screen Writers' Guild in one of the were held at the Church of t!-.c Blessed
articles which he has written for his paper Sacrament, Hollywood, on Thursday May
since his return from N ew York. Among 11th.
June Mathis, noted scenarist who worked
.other thil!gs he states:
.
"Then there is the Screen Writers' Guild. with Mr. Karger 'for many years has
It is a distinctly cheering institution: . Be- offered the following appreciation which is
fore going. to Hollywood I had never heard echoed by every member of the Guild:
"Honorable in business and. friendshipof it except through a newspaper announcement that it had offered a reward-of $1,000 his vvord was his bond. In my six years'
for the capture and conviction of the Tay- association with .him, I never knew him to
do a mean, underhanded action.' He
lor murderer.
, "That's the crowd that gave the big din-· shouldered the burden of many others and
ner a while ago, the Writers' Cramp, an if in the stress of this nerve-racking bus-.
outlander toldrrie. So it is, and much more. iness which we all know so well, heat
It is a flourishing alliance of the men and times was cross, irritable or excitable to one
women of a new profession':"-the writer$ of of his employees he was ever ready to exstories and scenarios for the motion pictures. press his regret and holdout his hand to
It is an offspring of the Authors' League of help them in time of need-returning good
America, born two years ago at a meeting in. for evil. An untiring worker, a genius:the home of Thompson Buchanan, whom a personality that one cannot forget-vitheatre-goers remember for "A Woman's brating the vitality that makes one realize
'vVay" and other plays of the legitimate that though lost to the world, it cannot die!
"June Mathis."
stage.
"It strives to get adequate recognition for
Refute Propagandists
the screen writer, to co-operate with the AuIn pursuance of the campaign inauguratthors' League in improving copyright laws,
to make sounder the "contracts of writers and ed by the Guild to combat the malicious,
producers and to ply visiting celebrities with untrue propaganda against Hollywood, so
food and moral entertainment. It has in widely circulated in the_ Eastern states, a
Hollywood a $20,000. clubhouse, for which number of its members recently contributed
it is paying by the month, without missing articles in magazines covering the truth rean installment thus far. It dispelled for- ·garding this beautiful suburb of Los An. ever the impression that writers are poor geles and the motion picture profession.
business men by making a profit of. $6,647.- Among the best of. these articles was one
54 from its first annual dinner, the Writers' written by George 'Ade, the noted humor-
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ist, which recently appeared in the American Magazine. The enormous circulation
which this answer to the "reformers" has
received through that publication is expected to exert tremendous influence toward
enlightening the public as to' the type of
community that Hollywood really is.

Elect Officers
At the annual meeting of the stockholders in the Holding Company, owners of
the club· house which is the home of the
Screen Writers' Guild of the
Authors'
League of America and the Writers' Club,
the following officers were elected:
President, Thompson Buchanan; VicePresident, Mary H. O'Connor; Secretary
and Treasurer, J. E. Harris; Acting secretary and treasurer, J. E. Nash.
The following' Board of Directors was
elected:
Frank E. Woods, Thompson
BtlChanan, Marion Fairfax, Richard Willis,
June Mathis -and-Mary H. O'Connor.
It has been expected that action would
be taken on the matter of improvements
which are to be made on the. club property. Two sets of plans were submitted but
no definite choice was made. It is tentatively understood, however, that the dining
room will be enlarged, a billiard room will
be added and the athletic field will be
equipped with tennis courts, showers and
perhaps a swimming pool.
The club has, become a popular gathering place for celebrities, and a roll call at
any of the noonday luncheons would reveal a long list of names famous on the
screen, on the stage and in literature.- As
.a result of the popularity of the dining
room, it seems to be essential that some
definite agreement be arrived at and improvements be started as soon as possible.
Gilson Willetts, veteran screen writer
and at present editorial head for Pathe is
exceedingly ill at the Clara Barton Hospital
in Los Angeles. An operation for stomach
trouble was recently performed and Mr.
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Willetts' condition has been serious ever
since.

Guild Activities
Albert Shelby LeVino, accompanied by
his wife and child, have left Hollywood to
sp~nd several months in N ew York. Mr.
LeVino will be busily occupied at the eastern studio of the Famous Players-Lasky
organization during his eastern "vacation."
"

Clayton Hamilton, who has been busy at
the Goldwyn studios, in Culver City, California for many months is about to start
on a trip to Honolulu which will be followed by a tour of the South of this country.
Mr. Hamilton will return to his studio work
sometime in August.
Miss Jeanie MacPherson has been working day and night on the Cecil B. DeMille
feature "Manslaughter" -which is nearing
completion. Miss MacPherson wrote the
manuscript and has been in close confei-ence with Mr. deMille throughout the production activities.
Charles Kenyon, well-known scenarist
who has been with the Go1dwyn company
for many months, has resigned to accept
a position with the Universal Film Corporation. We understand that Mr. Kenyon,
under his new arrangement, is' to have
charge of two production units.
"Main Street," Sinclair. Lewis' famous
novel, is being adapted for film production
by Ae-nes Johnston and Frank Dazey who,
by the way, have a long string of successes to their credit. Mr. and Mrs. Dazey
(which is the name of this writing team in
private life) also report the sale of two
originals to the Ambassador Film Corporation. The latter will be directed by Louis
Gasnier and released through First NationaL

SADA COlArAN is the first American writer
to work in Europe with foreign directors.
Miss Cowan is now wr~ting an original story,
based on historical episodes, for Dim it I' i
Buchoweyski, the well known Russian director.
ARTHUR S. KANE recently signed a contract with Edward A. McManus for four features for Associated Exhibitors. Mc1\1'anus,
Charles A. Logue, May Allison; Robert Ellis,
a complete cast and .a full complement of
cameramen are enroute for Porto' Rico where
the four pictures will be made. The first story
is from the pen of Chas. A. Logue.
FIL1HNG OF "Under Oath," the first
Elaine Hammerstein production to be made
on the West Coast, has been st\lrted by Selznick. George Archainbaud is directing. Edward J. Montague wrote both the story and
scenarIo.
PARAMOUNT will soo·n begin production
of "'The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," starring
Gloria Swanson. The story is being adaqJt.ed
by Elmer Harris and Percy Heath.
WILLIAM DUNCAN is co-starring with
Edith Johnson in a screen drama of the north
woods, the continuity of which was prep~red
by Bradley J. Smollen.
STUART PATON Will direct Marie Prevost in Bernard Hyma.n's original story,
"They're Off!"
"HUSH MONEY" is the first original
story written by the popular author, Samuel
Merwin, directly for 'the screen. Alice Brady
will portray the leading role.

JACK HOLT is still on location for "The
.Man Unconquerable," his new Paramount
picture directed by Joseph Henabery and
adapted by Julien Josephson from the original
by Hamilton Smith.
GOLD\VYN wants to know 'what has hap.pened to all the amateur 'scenario writers, as,
since the close of the Chicago News-Goldwyn
scenario contest there has. been a great scarcity of-contributions.
"KENTUCKY DAYS," ~ special Fox prouuction, boasts fifteen leading characters: The
photoplay was written by Paul H. Sloane.
WASHINGTON
OGDEN'S
GEORGE
"The Bond Boy" is being adapted to the
screen as a starring vehicle for Ric h a I' d
Barthelmess.
VITAGRAPH has loaned Patsy Ruth Miller to Goldwyn as leading woman for Earl
Williams' in the picturization of a story by
O. Henry.
ALBERT SHEl.BY LEVINO is leaving
for New York shortly to write two pictures
for Alice Brady, whom Joe Heneberry will
direct.
' , '
GEORGE HIVELY has just finished the
script on "Come Through" for Herbert Rawlinson.
ELLIOTT CLAWSON is working upon
the scenario of "Trimmed in Scarlet," for.
Priscilla Dean.
"NEVER MIND TOMORROW," Marie
Prevosts next ,picture for Lasky, was writte·n
by Bernard Hyman.

HARVEY GATES is writing a series of
two-reel pictures for Tom Santschi.
CLARA BERANGER, scenarist for William
~ C. deMille, is due back from New York within
a week.
A GREAT collection of tYlIJes--:native womHECTOR TURHBULL, widely-known auen of the South Sea Islands, beach-com.bers
and the off-scourings of the' seven seas- thor, has gone into scenario writing.
appear in a very interesting episode o.f "The
CLAYTON HAMILTON, whose writing
Bonded Wom;m," which was written for Betty
contract with' Goldwyn expires next month,
Compson by Albert Shelby LeVino.
will go to Honolulu this summer.

COLLEEN MOORE will play the leading
feminine role in "Broken Chains," the $10,000
prize scenario by Winifr~d Kimball
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"REMEMBRANCE" is the tentative title
of another ,personally ~ directed Rupert Hughes
production, which is said to be of the same
. genre as "The Old Nest."
William Fox has, purchased the motion
picture rights to "The Shado~ of the Ea§t,"
by E. M. 'Hull, the English novelist, before.
the novel has been published in this country.
E. M. Hull is the author of "The Sheik." FOR ONCE the movies have got -ahead of
the magazines in the publication of a story.
Clarence Budington Kellard's "Across the
Deadline," written for Frank Mayo as an
original story, is shortly to. be published in
a- national' inagazin,eIT IS NOTHING new when a 'Producer
adapts a stage play for screen purposes, but
a reverse of procedure should prove interes~- ing. There is insistent talk that C. Gar'dner
Sullivan's original screen play, "Hail the
Vvoman," is to be considered seriously as
a stage product:on next season.
. A COUNTRY-WIDE canvass by the Goldwyn ·Scenario Department shows that public
taste is swinging toward society dramas.
Consequently, the company is in the market
for a serie~ of stories depicting life among
the well-to-do. The announcement says these
stories, must have big, human themes,
SOMEONE has been poring over the
"best American photoplays of 1921" selected
by various critic·s .and finds that they agree
on the following:
Charles Ray's "Scrap
Iron," Chaplin's "The Kid," /"A ConlJecticut
Yankee," "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," ,"The Three Musketeers,"
"Little
LQrd Fauntleroy," "Disraeli,"
and "Sentimental Tommy,"
BUSTER KEATON has completed a film
without an ingenue,'

for
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WILLIAM LE BARON .hasbeen ad.vanced
from scenario editor to director-general of production for Co~mopolitan Production, and
Verne H. Porter, editor of Cosmopolitan magazine ·since 1918, has been appointed scenario'
editor. Howard' Irving Young has been named
film editor.
Richard Butler Glaenzer, poet, short story
writer, and critic, is the latest literary celebrity to hear the call of the movies. Mr. Glaenzer has been added to the Goldwyn scenario
department.
JULIAN JOHNSON, former editor of
Photoplay Magazine, has been created manager
of the editorial department of' the Famous
·Players Lasky Corporation.
CHARLES LOGUE 'is a busy man these_
days. He recently sold the following stories
which are now under production or will be
shortly: "Gay and D.evilish," and "Breaking
Into the Movies," both starring Doris May;
"Friday toMQnday," 'and "The Heart Dealer," featuring Katherine MacDonald. Mr.
Logue also wrote "The Infidel" for Miss MacDonald.
LOUIS STEVENS has just had the good
fortune, even in these hard times, to sell three
all at one '''pop.'' One of them is called "The
Woman Breed," and is to serve as a vehicle
for no 'less famous a star than Pauline Frederick. The others .have 'been purchased by Vietor
L. Schertzinger. They are, "Dollar De'vils,"
and "The K~ngdom of the Blind."
MRS. LILLIAN Trimble Bradley has joined the Lasky scenario staff.' Mrs. Bradley
is the author of'such successful stage plays as
"The Wonderful Thing," and "Mr. Mid's Mystery" and co-author of "The Moon o.n the
Index." Sbe has been for four years stage director of such George Broadhurst produc:"
tions as "The Crimson Alibi" and "The
Storm." Mrs. Bradley is now at the Lasky
studio to study photoplay construction and
technique.

~~'"
~J'"
ENNYSON said, "The babbling brook goes on forever."
play be a brook.,
, .
.
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SUDDEN SUCCESS

IS

But don't let your photo-

the worst enemy of the aspiring photoplaywdght.

why a long-suffering public tamely submits to
having thrust before its palpitating eye endtess
footage of superfluous screen material painfulIt seems' to me th<:t if people would mind
ly dragged in to cover onvious gaps between
their own business; there would be no bluethe culminati,ng scenes. The explanation, 'of
laws, no cens'Orship.
'
course, after some study of the situation, would
I refuse tobelieye that such people are acseem to be that the act of padding is nothing
tuated by altrui'stic feelings or charitable mo- more than the forced fattening of thin, anae,mic
arguptents to pictures expanded into watery
tives; rather am I convinced that all their acsix or' 'more reels of doubtful consistency, the'
tivities ,originate, first, from jealousy and, secbetter to afford a 'grasping pr,oducer of lame
ond, from a desiie to, rule, or interfere. Inter<:rtistic conscierice with a pretext for collecting
mixed with these is a de$ire to hold positions
returns on excessive footage.
'
draw salaries, do something and be IT.
I am one of Lincoln's many who permits
The normal man or woman cares not a whIt
himself to be "fooled some of the time." ,But
what another-- takes into his acwub'lg'us, what
kind of pictures he sees, or whether, or not 'my plaint is not, in this instance, from the
point of view of the layman, but mor<; from
he indulges in pet vices, or 'witnesses prizethe viewpoint of the writer who seriously sit'S
fights, because, in plain language, it is none of
himself down to write a compact plot developed
his business.
within definite ,bounds, only to have his brain:These busybodies set up for themselves rules
child's climactic points diluted beyond recogniof conduct tending to asceticism and abstention by needlessly injected inanities whose
tion, and most oJ them do this, probably, because of the· necessity of combatting an ab- ,only function is presumably to rouse lagging
interest, an interest that cannot help being disnormal desire for indulgence in wor1dly. pleas- persed
by the disruption of the, organic coni':
ures; or, if the desire does not exist, because pactness of the original argumental structure.
of a mental bias giving undue valuation to such
A wilful distension of. the piot must. inevitthings.
ably produce a consequent weakening of the
It is their right for them to make such ruleS
eutire fabric of the author's conception.
'A
for themselves, but have they any right to' chain is no stronger than its weakest link. I
make rules forme ? ,And why do they try to draw from this truism the conclusion that
do this?
the full appeal of a finished art 'product cacn
'J ealousy is the answer., They gQ about and beno stronger than the partial interest aroused
see others enjoying things whichtliey themby its weakest feature; therefore, ,>"hen there
selves may not enjoy becaus'e of their own' is a deliberate effort made' to enlarge on the
self-inflicted restrictions, or, more likely, befabric of a compos'ition that has its scope alcause of mental ineptitude or physical incapacready limited by its creator, thefe can be only
ity, whether due to age or natural wear and one result,' and that is the weakening of the
tear..
'
original strands ,of interest by vicious stretchWhereupon, they 'immediately become Dogsing.
in-the-Manger-they wish to keep others' from
ea~in~ t.he fruit they m'ay' not eat.
Surely,
thIS IS Jealousy underscored and upper-cased.
The blue-law people have been, and will be
still further succ<;s'sfulbecause they are ac1ive
and militant, while their victims, the great.
"lollypop" public, are inactive and non-resist-'
ant..
'

"MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS"
By Erwin Pledger

"PADDING" IN THE PHOTOPLAY
By Phillip Double
When, years ago, Herbert Spencer enunciated, his interest-coIIliPelling principle of the
Economy of Attention, he gave to the world
of varied arts a law. that was to afford -Iatterday producers of, a new and now flourishinet
art s?pren;e .pleasure in its flagrant viol;itiOl~
ThIS pnncIple applied to projected itnaetes
~hroughthe medium of' the written word; but
It can as ,well apply to the medium of the
scree,: story, since'primarily the latter's appeal IS to a public assembled in a theatre its
me~tal fac!1lties fully re<:eptive of the im~ges
Gr ImpreSSIOn to be conveyed to their mind's
eye by the 'screen.
'
It has 'always been a great mystery to me

I
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THE NIGHT ROSE

-ORPHANS OF THE STORM

Reviewed by Elizabeth Niles.
Comment: 'This story is exceptional in that
Leroy Scott wrote it with Lon Chaney in mind
as the star, but playing the role of the antagonist. Since but few stars care for such a part,
this type of play is seldom seen. With a back·
ground of underworld plotting and political intrigue, the story is exceedingly melodramatic,
but fortunately avoids most of the hackneyed
situations usually found in this sort of story.
The action is tense and at times suspensive, but
has not the gripping power of human touch of
the similar picture of "The PenaJty" with which
it is certain to be compared. The characteriza~
tion is a little above the average in all the roles
except that of Red O'Rourke; which is an exceptional portrayal of a suave and well poised
plotter who ·is cunning enough to conform to
the conventionals for safety's sake. The least
in character is the mother who is not shown
to be so straight-laced until her daughter offends_ The dramatic triad is well sustainec
throughout, with a highly commendable complicating force in Red's former sweetheart Sally.
For a hero Jimmy has but little to do; but the
story was not written for him. The climax is
altogether satisfactory since Sally prevents the
heroine becoming a murderess_ 'Though criticised in some states by the censors, there appears little cause for this, since but little of the
underworld life is made attractive and justice is
meted out according to law.
•
Synopsis: At one table at a Barbary Coast cafe
sits Georgia Rodman and her rather unsophisticated escort Jimmy; at another is Red O'Rourke
who is impressed with Georgia's itmocence. A
gangster, fleeing from the police, enters an.d at
Red's suggestion seats himself at Jimmy's table.
When the police come, he shoots one of them
and escapes, but -Jimmy is held.
Red bails
Jimmy out and offers to protect him from District Attorney Graham; he also gives a home to
Georgia when she is not believed by her mother.
This arouses the jealousy of Red's Sally. Meanwhile the police and Graham are out to get Red.
Learning he is closely beset, Red plans the killing. of Graham and Jimmy the night of his big
ball. Angered by Sally's jealousy he tells her
his plans for Jimmy. Just as Sally tries to
warn Jimmy and Georgia, Red's man shoots
Jimmy. For revenge Georgia goes to the ball
and, in pausing in a dance with Red, denounces
him and pulls a pistol. Sally, still jealous, seizes
the pistol and claims the right to shoot Red
herself. Graham recognizes Georgia and takes
her home to her repentent mother and· the recuperating Jimmy.

Reviewed by Elizabeth Niles.
Comment: First of all this is a spectacle, but
also it pictures a very human story; it has great
warmth, feeling, and depth and it plays on the
heartstrings of the ~ectators. In places the
appeal is over-emphasized, as in the fierce intensity of the carmagnole while in some of the
battle and mob scenes, the people appear to be
merely milling around. In an effort to arouse
suspense before the capture of de Vaudrey, a
half dozen soldiers dash madly about falling
over one another in a small entry hall and running up a few steps and then down again for
a prodigiously long time before they finally do
the logical thing of ascending the stairs and trying each door on the floor above. Aside from a
few e~travagances of this sort, it is a magnificent picture both as a beautiful vision and as a
gory horror. Since the story is an old one
taken from the famous play the Two 01-phans,
it has a number of situations which in modern
settings would be considered hackneyed; against
their proper background, however, they hold the
spectator entranced from the moment of the
kidnapping of one of the orphans through the
race with the pardon just as the great knife of
the guillotine. is about to fall. The characterization is admirably consistent throughout; especially pleasing is the impetuous love-making of the
young aristocrat and the swift changes of mood
of Henriette from the playful child to the motherly protectress of anyone in distress. Historically there is an occasional slip, but more such
pictures would tend to increase the popular taste
for knowledge of world history.
Syno psis: Henriette Girard and her blind foster-sister Louise, left as orphans through a
plague, are on· their way to consult an eyespecialist when a roue is struck with Henriette's
beauty. He has her kidnapped, leaving Louise
helpless, and carried to a magnificent: fete..When
her struggles with the nobleman are recognized
as genuine, a young aristocrat, de -Vaudrey,
effects her escape, secures her lodgings, and assists her search for Louise. Meanwhile Louise
has been befriended by Pierre, a grinder, but
his mother forces her to sing and beg for her.
Stirred by the speeches of Danton, the feeling
between the people and the aristocrats has become so strong that Danton is forced to seek a
hiding place. When he dashes into Henriette's
lodgings she binds up his wound and protects
him at risk to herself. Because of de Vaudrey's
refusal to marry anyone but Henriette, he is
exiled, but his aunt goes to see Henriette and
hears her story of her search for Louise. From
a locket, she recognizes Louise as her daughter,
just when Henriette hears Louise singing in the
street. Before she can reach her sister, however,
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the police arrive and, peremptorily drag Henriette. off to the Bastile. She is freed when the
people drive out the aristocrats and take possession of the city. De Vaudrey, escaped from
his prison, returns to the city as a commoner,
but is recognized and, with Henriette, who tried
to protect him, is arrested and tried. At the
trial He,nriette finds Louise, only to be separated
when .she and de Vaudrey are carted to the
guillotine. When Danton' recognizes these last
victims, he makes such a strong plea for moderation and mercy that the people rise against
the court and demand their pardon. By dint
of a hard race Danton arrives just after Pierre
has stayed ,the execution a few moments bv
stabbing the man about to let the knife fall. A
few years later the four young people are made
supremely happy by. a successful operation on
Louise's eyes.

TRAVELIN' ON
Reviewed by Laura Jansen.
Comment: A Bill Hart picture, written by
himself. There is quite some suspense and
drama . but one very unconvincing bit. Hi
l\'1orton, the parson wants to bujld a church to
convert the lawless people of 'Tumble Bluff, but
he holds up the stage to get money to finish his
church. It would have been more effective to
have J. B. steal the 'money and accuse the parson, later saving him. On the whole it is
rather a machine-made picture and not as good
as some of Hart's earlier ones.
Synopsis: ."J. ·B.," a wanderer, a man who
takes always what he wants, wanders into the
mining town of Tumble Bluff almost on the
heels of Hi Morton, a traveling parson and hi,
wife. Dandy Dan McGee has been attracted at
once by Susan Morton. He is the ruling power
in. the small town.
Hi decides 'to build a church and always
comes up against McGee. ' J. B. attracted by
Susan decides to stay in town and protects her
from one of McGee's men, when she sells Bibles to the gamblers. She sells one to J. B.
but 'he cannot read it. He tells her he does not
believe in God.
Mary Jane, Susan's child makes friends with
J. B. and teaches him to read: She loves the
monkey J. B. rescued from McGee's hands when
he wanted to kill it. 'This monkey belonged to
one of his girls and he resented the fact that
he resembled it too closely.
Finding it impossible to complete his church
and seeing a box with gold belonging to McGee
taken on the stage, Hi holds it up during a
rain storm, while J. B. hunts up the lost monkey.
McGee has' offered Susan to help. her husband
if she gives herself to him. She is rescued from
his arms by J. B. but is staggered to find that
he wanted to abduct her. J. B., however, experiences a change of heart.
Coming home with the monkey, J. B. finds
his horse wet and tired. Hi used it. He sees
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the meli come and arrest Hi. Susan comes to
him and begs him to save her husband, offerinCT
herself to him in exchange. J. B. seeing th:
noble character of Susan, for her sake, goes to
the saloon and arrives in time to save Hi and
clear him from the charge, saying he stole the
gold. He kills· McGee as he leaves and goes
travelin' on. The last picture shows him riding in a field of cactus, consultinCT first Mary
Jane's primer, then the Bible.. Hi finishes his
church and devotes his life to reforminCT the
wild people of Tumble Bluff.
. '"

SMILIN' THROUGHReviewed by Elizabeth Niles.
. Comment: 'Though built with an extremely
~Imple plot, the story has a big theme and an
Intense heart appeal. Taken from a play prese~ted some years ago, it made some of
thIS app.eal through the departure and arrival
of the soldiers, but the love interest is universal
and the idea of the influence of' departed
souls. always possesses more or less popularity.
The Idea that Monyeen is trying to return to
J<;>hn Carteret, but is prevented by his retaining
hIS hatred for Jeremiah is gotten over most
~ffectivel~. The subject is treated very simply
III the plctu.re; even the death of Monyeen is
made beautIful rather than terrifying. In its
plot the story is impressionistic, though the an!agonism of the uncle and the YOHng lover is
Intensely felt and the gentle determination of
Kathleen wins th~ 10.J:al sympathy. of the spectators. The shootIng In the earlier scenes would
be melodramatic :wert; it not presented against a
backgroun~ of hIgh Ideals and fragile romance.
More sto~Ies of this high order would certainly
be appre~Iated by those seeking better films.
Synopsts: At the wedding of Monyeen and
John Carteret, her rejected suitor, Jeremiah
Wayne, shoots at John but kills Monyeen who
runs behyeen the men to protect her lover. John
nurses hIS hatted of the name of Wayne 10nO'
y~rs a.fterward. Meanwhile, when Monyeen~
SIster dIes, she leaves her little girl Kathleen to
-the care of Carteret. At a dance she meets·
Kenneth Wayne; a nephew of Jeremiah's and
despite her uncle's protests meets him agai~ and
falls in love with him. When war is declared
he comes to say good-bye, but her uncle orders
him away. To lessen Kathleen's anger against
himself Carteret tells her of his great sorrow.
. Four years later when the. soldiers come back
Kenneth returns wounded; he goes to Carteret
to tell him he wont ask for Kathleen now that
he is crippled. He meets her in the garden and
lets her think that he cares for ·someone else.
When he has gone she upbraids her uncle for
having separated them even as Jeremiah had
taken Monyeen from him. In repentence he
sends for Kenneth and all, ends happily.

MANUSCRIPTS MADE MARKETABLE

A typewritten scenario or story gets first attention.
Accurate work-errors in spelling and punctuation corrected.
Prompt service-markets suggested.
.
Rate, 50 cents a thousand words, including one carbon, payable in advance. Stamped
. envelope for return of MSS. required. Construction improved 50 certts per 1000 words additional.
H. A. LAMB,

1115 Colton St.

Los Angeles, Cal.

QUESTIO:
Concerni~8 ihe

Q. How do I prepare a brief synopsis to attach to the finished story? Do G.
A. I suggest that after the story is finished
and' ready for submission, you read it carefully, then write a resume of ,it, touching the high
points of interest and connecting them with th~
thread of the story. Make it as brief as possible, but include sufficient material to give a
complete idea of the finished product.
Q. What is meant 'by a situation of "convenience?" A. G.
A. It means the eliminatio'n or transposing
of characters or interest simply to obtain the
desired effect. For instance, Mary and John
are unhappily married. Mary is in love with
Tom. John is killed in an automobile accident,
and now Mary and Tom may be married. Is
this clearly defined?

SWERED

!)~f Phoiopl~s

Q.-I sometimes see pictures which do not
seem to cortfor·m to the rules of dramatic construction as set forth in the text books; for -instance Rudyard Kipling's, "Without Benefit
of Clergy." In this there was no conflict -and
no d,ramatic triad and it seems to be entirely
"narrative" in form. Now when I write narrative stories for the screen they are turnea
down and I am told to stick to drama; why
is this?
F. R. K. ,.
A.-It is true that "narrative" pictures are
occasionally seen on the screen but the percentage of these is very small compared with
the dramatic type of picture. 'This means that
the amateur has far less chance of putting one
over than he has with a dramatic work. The
narrative picture is nearly alto'gether dependent
on the remarkable ,characterization and the fine
acting brought out by the director. It will be
noticed that nearly all these stories are from
the pens of ,the. masters of fiction.
The
amateur cannot paint the same picture and
make his characters live like the well known
author, his narrative stories are too colorless,
and the characters are cold and unconvincing.

Q. Have been told that my story was not
submitted in the prop~r form. Will you kindly
tell me what the proper form is? H. P.
A. A story should be typewritten, on a good
quality of paper, 80xl4 or 80xll. It should be
double spaced, and bound at the top. Place a
title page as the first sheet, a cast sheet next,
Q. I have written a dozen or more stories
foHowed by the brief synopsis, then the story
which to my mind are just as good as most of
itself.
the oictures which I have witnessed lately. What
Q. A story of mine has been rejected with the
is the trouble? Why can't I sell them? O. P.
criticism that it lacks theme. What is really
A. Producers are not seeking material as
meant as theme? D. M.
good as one sees, but something better. Nearly
A. By theme we mean the underlying current every studio has plenty of staff writers who can
of the story. For instance, we will cite you to . reel off by the yard plays as good as the aver''The Old Nest," the theme of this is "Mother age, and it is to the original writer that the
Love." By viewing this story you will gain a
producers are now looking to supply the greater
better idea than from pages of written expla- demand for something a great deal better.
nation.
Q: Is it necessary for a story to be written
Q.-Is it advisable to employ spoken titles.
in writing my synopsis,-L. C.
in a perfect technical form in. order to sell it?
A.-If a good spoken title will heJp you D. F.
"put over" a particular scene more cleady'
A. Very few pictures can boast perfect techtl:an you could otherwise do, then 'use it; but
nique. But, if you will look closely in witthe great thing to remember is the old proverb
nessing: photodramas upon the screen, you will'
and do not fall into the trap-"Given an inch,
generally find that the successful picture possesses
take an el1." Do not let the title idea carry
certain outstanding qualities that "put it over."
you away until you are writing dialogue or
until you are getting deep into the realms of
Q. I have a solendid story written around a
the continuity writer. In comedy drama a few
criminal court. Would it be censorable? R. A.
good titles are often a great heliP to the scenes
and also help the characterization.
A. A story written around a criminal court
would not be censorable so long as you show
Q.-Why am I told that retrospect action is
due respect for the law in the action and sitbest avoided. I have a story under way an,d
uations. Any subject is censorable which atit is necessary in the climax to tell the entire
attacks the offices of the law, or has a disrespectearly life of the hero's father and I cannot put
ful tendency toward law and order.
. this in the form of a prologue or the mystery
around wh,ich my.story revolves will be 'given
Q. Are disguises permissable in screen stories
away'?-D. B.
-this is, are they attractive to the producer?
A.-Retro9Pect should never be used if it can
1. 1.
be avoided. It has a tendency to break up the
smooth runnng of the picture and is more or
A. The motif of disguise ha'S been used to
less-d~tracting to the audience.
The idea is
excess on the screen and is often not thoroughly
this : You have keyed up the audience and
convincing, so be careful --in dealing _with this
then disappoint it by breaking' the tempo.
rather questionable element.
34 .
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$10,OO(J.OO for
Palmer Student's
Imagination
Creative
imagination, coupled with
her natural talents
for story telling,. enabled Miss Winifred
Kimball to' weave
incidents
of
her
daily life in a small
Florida town into
~ ~ r
see n a rio;
Broken
Chains,"
and win the first
.prize of $10,000.00 in
the recent Chicago
Daily News-Goldwyn
Scenario
Contest.
Miss Kimball attributes her success to
the Palmer Course
and S e r vic e, of
which she is a student.

.

{9,

"i\

'x!~
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AND

Miss Kimball is not alone
in her success.
Recently a
California school. teacher, a Chicago society matron, a Pennsylvania newspaper reporter, an underpaid office man in Utah, a prisoner in the Arizona State Penitentiary and many others sold
their stories at handsome prices,
became studio staff writers or
won big sums of money in
scenario contests because they
studied screen writing to get
away from routine work.
Not
one of these was a recognized
author; not one was a master of
literary skill. All were sought
and discovered by the Palmer
Photoplay Corporation, in search
of undeveloped screen writing
talent through a novel questionnaire test. You have the same
opportunity as they had, and
grasped.

Advisory Council
THOMAS H. INCE

Prominent Producer
REX INGRAM

Director

of

"Four

Horsemen

of

Apoca·

Iluagination has increased market value in the form of good
original scenarios. Motion picture proaucer.s· pay as high as
$2,000 and rarely offer less than
$500 for original screen stories.
And yet their demands for stories
cannot be supplied.
YOU ARE

L~VITED

TO TRY

The whole purpose of this advertisement is to invite you to
Chief Supervising OJ·
t.ake the Van Loan Questionnaire
rector Famous Players..
test. If you have' read, t.his anLasky Corp.
nouncement up to t.his . point,
C. GARDNER SULLI·
your int.erest is sufficient. to warVAN
rant add'ressing the invit,ation to
Noted Photodramatlst
you directly.
In all sincerity,
JAMES R. QUIRK
and with the interests· of the
EdItor Photoplay Mag·
motion picture industry at heart,
azine
the Palmer Photoplay Corpo.raROB WAGNER
tion extends to you its .cordial
Noted Scfeen Authority
invitation to try. mho can tell
what. the reward may be in your
case?
For your convenience the coupon is printed
Send for the Free Van Loan
below.'. The Questionnaire iR free and your
relluest for it incurs no obligation on your -Questionnaire
part.
H. H. Van Loan, the well known scenarist,
is responsible for the invention of the novel
PALMER PHOTOPLAY
questionnaire which has uncovered hidden
photo-dramatists in all walks of life, W·ith
CORPORATION
Malcolm McLean, formerly professor of
Department of Education, P.O. 6
short-story writing at Northwestern UniverPlease send me,
sity, he I:it upon the happy idea of adapting
124 West Fourth Street,
without cost or obli·
tests whIch were used in the United States
Los Angeles, Calif.
gation on my part,
Army and applying them to this search for
your
questionnaire.
story-telling ability.
I will answer the
questions in it and
The experiment has gone far enough to
return it to you for
prove conclusively (1) that many people who
Nallle
If I pass
analysis.
do not. at all suspect their ability, can write
the test I am to re·
scenarios; and that (2) 'this free questionnaire does prove to the man or woman who
sends for it whether he or she has ability
Course and__ Sen'ice._ _A_d__d_r_e_s_·s_ _._..:.,_"_._._. . o ' • • • •
enough to warrant development.
Iypse"
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E. WOODS
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"Simple But Gripping"
( Continued from P agell)

conducting publi.eity campaigns against ones
considered inferior. By this means, the publie, through bodies absolutely repres'entative,
and whic,h can be' influenced by no questions
of politics or of firiances, will be kept informed
regarding the films; and by merely withhold'in'g patronage from such pictures as are deemed of low standard can soon bring the Eighth
Art to a high level.

This appeal, ~hich can be built into almost countless situations or applied to
any characterization, is fundamentally
misunderstanding being supplanted by
understanding or th,e conquering of good
over evil,the latter sometimes handled
in such a delicate manner as to make
(Continued from Page 31)
the· word evil seem a misfit. Allow me
to refer to "The Old Nest." We candid the other interested ones, after being
not, of course, 'all hope to write stories as
convinced that a sample of my ability had
with a .similar grip upon the emotions been 'sent out, to 'bless the world.
of the audience, but we can continue the
Do you know that a kind editor, firmly, yea
en.deavor; who can say we have not the - very firmly, consumed the space of several
pages in order to enlighten me to the extent
ability to produce fair duplicates.
I was viewing a play of everyday life, of seeing that I had submitted a fairly decent
"climax" in the one reel enclosed within my
where the real heart interest exists most lovely blue coverlet, and in a tactful manner
freely. Sitting di~ectly in front of me suggested that I supply the first, reel so that
were a couple who presumably had not -the second reel might have somthing to lean
spoken to each other for hours at least. upon?
I had "seen" my picture through in such
As the climax was unfolded and peace
haste, and was wrapped UP to such extent i·n
came to the screen characters who had the
climax, that the half portion submitted was
been engulfed with misunderstanding and all climax. It is needless to say here that I
grief, the man in front allowed his arm am building the front, and have donned the
to fall upon th,e seat back and encircle sackcloth-and-ashes costume to work in.
his companion's shoulders. How·quickly she relented and crowded close!
Just a commonplace plot, old as the proverbial hills, yet the knowing author, merely
by applying doubtful tension throughout
the action, th'en releasing it at the climax Editor,
by logically righting the wrong, has raised The Photodramatist:
his effort to the sublime.
I would greatly appreciate your bringing to
When YOlf and I, fellow writers, can do the attention of your readers an inadvertent
this we will have started well on the w'ay oversight on the part of the publishers of "Opportunities in the Motion Picture Industry," a
to real success in writing for the s,creen.

Student Comment

Asks Proper CreditGiven
to Author

Screen Drama League
(Continued from Page 21)
this is being overcom'e by the careful tratnlllg
of, screen authors, and that the ph'otoplay of
the future will go far beyond the present mark.
The Better Pictures Association has formulated definite plans for assuring only the best
in screen entertainment. Although opposing
censorship. its members believe Dhat committees will solve the problem. On these committees will be representatiyes of all the churChes,
clubs, educational bodies, the producers, etc.,
who will place a seal of merit on productions
considered especially good, at the same time

set of books which has just been brought out
by the Photoplay Research Society, of which I
am president.
An article entitled "The Art Director-His'
. Duties and Qualifications," credited to Mr.. Max
Parker, art director of the famous PlayersLasky Corporation, was in reality written by
Mr. G. Harrison "Viley of the Lasky art staff
from an interview with Mr. Parker. I feel that
it is only just that Mr. Wiley ~eceive full credit
for this very able contribution to the literature
of the screen,
I also want to take this opportunity to thank
Mr. Wiley for his generous assistance in aiding
us to secure material from other departments of
the Lasky organization.
Yours very truly
Roy L. Manker,
President, Photoplay Research Society-

~
~

To Write
Effective Scenarios
,
/

Into every good scenario is woven the rich sense of dramatic values that
is born of familiarity with successful work that has gone before.
What is good and bad in the motion pictures?

The Value of the Critical Viewpoint
in Constructive Effort
Successful writers of the screen have gained an intimate familiarity with the best pictures and with it a judgment which has inspired them .to discard the cheap, the tawdry and the meretricious.
In guiding th~m to the good pictures, Photoplay has been a
constructive influence as surely as it has been fearless in belaboring
the inferior or inartistic, the su~gestive or otherwise offensive film.
Photoplay makes no pretensions ,to unimpeachable and infallible authority on matters of taste in moving pictures. It·issatisfied to be an intelligent influence and c'onstructive critic, the trusted
counselor and friend. of the intelligent and constructive elements
of the picture world.
But after all, that is no small ambition; and it is surely one
that is deserving of the thorough inter~st .of every conscientious
student of the motion picture craft.
Study the reviews of the important current productions in the
new July Ph~toplay and judge for yourself of their penetratingly
critical value to you as a writer for the screen.
And do. not fail to read The Romantic History of the Motion
Picture, by Terry Ramsaye, inspiring chronicle of the inside story
of the developments of the motion picture with its interesting sidelights on personalities and incidents in the history of the photoplay.

Fill in the coupon. Mail it Today.

PHOTOPLAY
25 West 45th St.

350 N: Clark St.

New York City

Chicago, III.

PHOTOPLAY,
350 N. Clark St.,
Chicago, III.
Enclosed find Che~k-Cash-Money Order
-for $2.50, for which please enter my subscription for Photoplay.',
'
Name
Address

.
, ..,

, .. :-: ..'.. :
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Which•

scenarIO
will be accepted?

A

READER'S desk in a big studio-dozens of neatly
typed manuscripts competing for attention-among
them a scenario written in long hand. How much consideration does it get?
Scenarios really must be typewritten to be sold. And Corona,
because it weighs only 6Ih pounds,
folds, fits into Ia neat traveling case
and is' ready for service anywhere,
is first choice of successful screen
writers.
Although Corona is so light you
carry it everywhere, it is nevertheless the sturdiest typewriter in the
world. Sixteen years of service,
including a wonderful fQur year
war record, have proved its durability.

Corona has all the latest typewriter improvements, such as visible writing, universal keyboard,
two colored ribbon, back spacer,
etc.
Best of all, Corona costs only
half as much as the old fashioned
typewriter land you can buy or
rent it on small monthly payments.
Mail the coupon today for details of this easy payment plan
ahd for our interesting booklet
which tells how .corona has helped
many well-known writers to success.

CORoNA
The Personal Writing Machine
REG.

u.

S. PAT. OFF

CORONA TYPEWRITER COMPANY, Inc.
129 Main Street
Groton, !N. Y.

-----~----------Corona Typewriter Co., Inc.
Groton, N. Y.
Please send me your free booklet No. 29
whcb tells how Coron.a has helped others
to increase their output and income. Also
details of your liberal e"sy payment plan.
Name

Address

.

13c ,a day soon buys an
Oliver Typewriter-latest model
Before you realize it you have this splendid
Oliver paid for. And you get to use it right
away - while you pay.

Used
bYU,S,
S tee I
Corpor a t ion.
New York
Central Lines,
National City
Bank of New
York. Encyclopedia
Britannr-ca. New York
Edison Co.• Otis
Elevator Co.,
::Boston Elevated
Railways, and
other big concerns.

To begin with, you save $50,50 on the price, for we
now sell the standard $100 Oliver for $49.50 cash, or
you can save $45 if'you pay the installment price of $55.
It is our latest and best model, the No.9, brand new.
We are able to make these great savings for you through the
economies we learned d'uring the war. We found that it was'
unnecessary to have great numbers of traveling salesmen and
numerous, expensive. branch houses through the country.
We were also able to discontinue many other superfluous
sales methods.
You may buy direct from us, via coupon. We even send the
Oliver for five days free
trial, so that you may act
as your own salesman.
You may use it as if it
were your own. You can
be the sole judge, with no
one to influence you.

$100

Value
This coupon brings you a
Oliver without your paying in adyourself, Save half,
coupon brings further inforCheck which you wish.

Let us rend you the Oliver
fer Free Trial. The coupon
brings it.
I! you agree that it is the finest typewriter, regardless of price. pay $49.50
cash for it, or $55 in installments-$3 after
trial, then $4 per month.
.
If after trying it, you wish to return it. we
eve~ refund the Qut-going transportation charges.
So the trial does not cost you a cent. Nor does it
place you under obligations to buy.
Our new plan has been a tremendous success. We
are selling more Olivers this way than ever before.
Over 900,000 Olivers have been sold!
Oliver popularity is increasing daily.
This, the Oliver 9, has all the latest improvements.
It is noted for its sturdiness, speed and fine workmanship. It is handsomely finished in olive enamel and pol-.
ished nickel. I! any typewriter is worth $100, it is this
Oliver, for which we now ask only $49.50, after its being
, priced for years at $100.
.
Mail thet coupon ~ for EITHER a free trial Oliver or
further information. Be your own salesman and save
half. This is your great opportunity.

Canadian Price. $79

1tie

OLIVER "~pewrit'er(OmDan>,

C79 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.• Chicago, 1Il.

...'.-.. . ....-.-......
'

.. THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
.(:-79 Oliver Typewriter Bldg,. Chicago, m.

;.

'I

Ship me a new Oliver No.9 Typewriter for five days' free inspeetion •.
If I keep itl will pay $55 asfollows: $3 at the end of trial period and.
I then at
the rate of $4 per month. The title to remain in you until fully paid
for •. If I mn~e cash settJementat end of trial period I am to deduct ten per :
• cent and remIt to you $49.50.
'. If I decide not to keep it. I will ship it baek at your expense at the end of
, five days.
_
•
.•
• '
• My shipping point is

0

iI-

ggs~~tli~ge~ri~~~~T~~tH;;;~~e~~a·tb~aRe~~a;:· ~~~d~T::eH~e •
0 and
• slog
further information.
I
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Knowi(ng the West You Write About--!
"Of any twelve writers ofWestern st~ries, nine set forth
a fair arid truthful picture of the West-the other three depict
the West as seen in the Alkali Plains of Egg Harbor or in the
wild mountain ranges of Asbury Park.

•

"These three don't care a whoop for accuracy. What
they want is blood-shed."- So charges Eugene Manlove Rhodes,
author of such rousing _W es tern tales as Bradford of Rainbow
Range and West is West, in Screenland for June.

If you are working on a Western, either for the magazines or for the s'creen, this amusing but enlightening 'article
on what to avoid in painting the alleged wild and woolly West
will be invaluable.
.
'This is only one of' the features of direct in tere~ t to
writers in the June issue of Screenland. The "What's the Matter with My 'Story" department, giving constructive and unbiased criticism of scenarios to subscribers, has been the saving
of many a fundamentally sound but technically weak scenario.
"Behind the Camera wi th Elinor Glyn", the second of a
valuable series of articles explaining the intricacies of picture-making, is of very real value to the 'aspiring scenarist.
Louis Weadock's stories of film people fairly reek with
studio atmosphere which screen wri ters would do well to absorb.
H. L. Mencken, Edgar Rice Burroughs, Charlie Chaplin
and Walt Mason are other noted contributors to this smashing
issue of the writer's own screen magazine.

1

We' are offering introductory subscriptions
of seven months for One Dollar, The regular
subscription price is $2.5° a year in the United States and Canada and '$3. 50 foreign.
At all news-stands the price is Twenty-five
cents a copy. Get acquainted now. Clip the
attached coupon and enclose it with a Dollar Bill. Your subscription will start with
the June issue. The first copy will prove it is
a dollar well spent. DON'T WAIT.

Mail This Coupon T 0 DAY

,--------------"-

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

INTRODUCTORY OFFER'
SCREENLAND PUBLIS'HING COMPANY
DEPT. 211, MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

Gentlemen: I enclose One Dollar for which send me
Screenland for the next seven months.
Name --

-- .. --

Street .. -- --

__

City __

__ ' __

__

-- --.--

..

__ .
__ . __ State

__

..

The HAMMOND
FOLDING PORTABLE
Typewriter
The Creat Inter-changeable Typewriting Machine.

FULL SIZE KEYBOARD-FULL CAPACITY
is the only Writing Machine in the world which permits carrying two different type-sets
on the same machine--Roman type for text,

Italics for emphasis and quotations.

OVER 365 TYPE-SETS AVAILABLE TO SELECT FROM

'l'ypes for

a 11 purposes

Lan g u age s

And for aU
Spa c i n 9

to

sui t

No other
size of typE' typewriter

l?erfeat alignment
,
" t\I'i:}€. "Vffil'"
~,"~AA~
oLltto-matC"V('vt/<y<yvo-n
A

ALL ON

Ready

in the world

•

can do this

to
Carry.

ONE MULTIPLEX.

SPECIAL MODELS
The Mathematical Folding with all the

THE VARIABLE SPACING MODELS

Mathematical and Technical type-sets on

This Hammond makes it possible to condense to ~ of the space usually occupied by ordinary typewriting. Spacing
between the letters to suit different
styles of type. Close spacing for small
type; medium spacing for medium type;
WIDE SPACING FOR LARGE TYPE.
This machine is especially adapted to
condensing statistical records, and looseleaf manuals.

the same machine with usual types.

"JUST TURN THE KNOB" and
change from one to the other.
Mathematical
symbols,

for

special

characters

and

engmeers, mathematicians,

scientists, etc.

A FEW SPECIAL FEATURES ARE:
Instantly inter-changeable type sets.
Two complete alphabets always on ONE
Hammond.
Uniform type impression by automatic
action.
Permanently perfect alignment.
Type collisions impossible.
Three-row keyboard enabling greater
speed.

Takes any width paper.
Cards written flat without bending.
Produces work of beauty and emphasis.
Permits condensation of writing into
smallest space.
Superior for stencil and mimeographing
work.
Velvety touch-Legato. not Staccato.

WRITE FOR FULL INFORMATION AND LITERATURE FREE

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER CORP., 564A East 69,th Street
NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

Are you? Or worse still, are you employed and disatisfied because you are imable
to make the advancement you think you should? Do you know it's your own fault?

How much Deterinination, Ambition, and' Grit have you to go after it? __
If you are honest and of average intelligence, possess good manners
appearance, then there is no reason why you sh@uld nol now be
work or position you have had your "eye" on so long. The average
little for training, for so long as you have the sterling qualities you
trained by him.,

with a pleasing
engaged in the
employer cares
can quickly be

. .--Will You pay $2 to get a Good Job--"
or
, To change your job for a good position
'That means just what it says, only $2 ·to get the position you are fitted for. We
are not selling you a long, tiresome business course-jou have nothing to study.
We .have nothing "preachy" or "booky" to sell. However, should you have taken
any of the various business courses, here's your chance to cash in on them.

Just a common-sense plan
Used for Years without a Single Failure
THAT GETS YOU THE POSITION YOU GO AFTER
I

Not very long ago Ben Trueman, who had held many important positions both as
employer and employe, found himself, at the end of a protracted illness, out of employment, his savings almost gone and with a wife and four children depenqing upon him
for their support.'
The Help Wanted columns offered various suitable positions but. invariably Mr. Trueman experienced the disappointment of seeing some other man selected. And in several
'instances he was absolutely sure that he was better fitted to fill the position than the
man who was chosen for' ii:.
.
As a result of his research Mr. Trueman finally discovered the "ideas which are now
embodied, in a completely tested and improved condition, in the wonderful Trueman
Plans for Self-Advancement. _
r

Read this Unusual Offer and Send in the Coupon
Send two db liars with your order or pay the postman on delivery, just as you like.
[n either case the payment will be merely a DEPOSIT. ~f, on examining the ·Plans,
YOU do not think you have made the best bargain" of you!" life, notify us within three
days and; we will refund your money. You will also receive with the Plans full
information concerning the advantages of our Service Bureau to which you are
fully eligible without any cost whatsoever.

Our Free Service Bureau

-

TALISMAN PUBLISHING' COMPANY

Our Service Bureau is organized solely
to see that the fine record maintained
by Mr. Trueman is always upheld.

Suite 401, 500 Fifth Avenue, Ne-w York City

Send me the" successful Trueman Plans for
Self-Advancement and full information about
your Service Bureau.
I will pay the postman $2.00 } C
t
I enclose $2.0-0
ross ou one
It is understood that you will refund my
money on request any time within three
days of delivery.
"

The assistance of the ServiCe Bureau
is given free to every purchaser of the
Plan and is fully explained at the time
of purchase.
-,
This is a 'very important feature and is
absolutely free. If you are looking for a
position, or a better position, or if you
are just about to start in business, you need
this plan.
'-

- - --USE THIS COUPON----;... --'

Name
(Write plainly)
Address
1

City

'.' •..... ,
-.. St"te

',' " :
.

TheHelpfulFriend
of Every Writer

REMINGTON

Portable Typewriter
F course you know the importance of neat, legible typewritten manuscripts-and you know how the typewriter
O
saves time andfacilitates composition-everywriter knows that.
But do you know that here is a machine which not only produces clean-cut original and carbons, swiftly and easily, but
it is the most complete of all portables?
It has the STANDARD KEYBOARD-no shifting for figures-automatic ribbon reverse, two-color attachment, shift
lock, back spacer, variable line spacer-every feature common to the big machines.
It fits in a case only four inches high anQ can be stowed away
in desk drawer or book-case when not in use. And, a comfort
to every writer-it stays "put" when operated. It is clamped
hard and fast to its base-board and can be used anywhereeven on your lap.
HIt might have been built to order for me." ,That's what you
will say the moment you see it;

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER COMPANY
Incorporated

374 Broadway, New York City

Branches and Dealers Everywhere

1-----------------

II
I

(

Price,"
complete
with
case,

$60

Would you like to know
more about this machine?

I

Then write to us, or sign and mail this coupon,
and we will send our illustrated "Your Ever Handy
Helper" which tells you how to lighten all your
writing tasks. Address "Room 58.
Remington Typewriter Co.• Incorporated

I

.............................................................

I
I
I

I

I
I
II

37+ Broadway, New York City

When the
Rattlesnake
Struck
Judge!
When you sent me up for four years
you called me a rattlesnake.
Maybe
I am one-anyhow, you hear me rattling
now. One year after I got to the pen,
my daughter died of~weIl, they said it
was poverty and the disgr.ace together.
You've got a daughter, Judge, and I'm
going to make you know how it feels to
. lose one. I'm free now, and I guess I've
turned to rattlesnake all right. Look out
w hen I strike.
Yours respec!fuIly,
RATTLESN AKE.
This is the heginnirig of one of the stories by

o.

HEN·RY

274 Com.plete Stories-One Long Novel

For years now you have heard of O. Henry":-'you have read these 'advertisements and
thought that some day you would own a set for yourself. But you have put off the
sending from month to month. The time for that is gone. Now-today-you must order
your set of O. Henry to get the low price and the Oppenheim FREE!
So great is the popularity of O. Henry-w enormous is the demand for his books-that
we should like for all time to continue this offer. But we can't. It costs more than
twice as much now to ·make the sets as it did. Paper costs more-ink costs more; .binding
costs more. So we must withdraw this offer. But as long as the stock now on hand
lasts, you can get O. Henry at the low price, and-

E. PHILLIPS 7 Volumes
OPPENHEIM

FREE
.1-----

Seven splendid volumes, packed full of
late moor-or amid the gay midnight follies
mystery and adventure, love and inof Monte Carlo, Oppenheim always has a
tr·lgue.
Here are some of the most . thrilling, gripping story to t e l l . ,
" . PPM 6-22
wonderfully exciting stories in the litHe makes them so real that you forget
erature of the world .. Seven stories of
everything ahout you in the joy of them. "
REVIEW OF
He lets you into secrets that take your ,
REVIEWS CO.
plot and counterplot-gripping, thrillmg tales that will keep you entranced
breath away. He shows you the real I
30 Irving Place
from the fir'st word to the last.
inner workings of European diplomacy. I
New York City
Whether it he in the lonely wastes
He holds you enthralled with the ro- ,
of the North Atlantic-the vague mysmance, the mystery of his tale right to I
Send me on aptery of a London fog-out on the desothe very last word.
I
provaI, cha'rges paid

Your Last Chance to Get a
FREE SET

,

I

I

by· you.

O.

Henry's

works in 12 volumes.

bound in silk: cloth,
\vith gold tops. Also the
,
7 vo}urpe Masterpieces of
,
E.
Phillips Oppenheim.
I
boupd in cloth. If I keep
,
the books. I will remit $1.50
,

This is the last edition of E. Phillips Oppenheim we
can get at the special price which perinits of our
I
in 5 days, and then $2.00 a
giving them free with O. Henry. When this one
I omo~th for 14 months for the
edition is gone (and there are comparatively few
I 1 VOIU:~; ;:tE~n~~fl~~sk6gp~~~
sets now left) you will be able to get E. Phillips
,'w~~~~ 1f~ys,O::t~r;;tsboltt ~
Oppenheim's wonderful stories only at their reg I at your expense.
ular price of $1.75 or more a volume.
I
Now, while you can, get the O. Henry
" NaME .•.•..•..•.••••.••••••••••
at the low price with E. Phillips
OppenheiDl FREE. Never again can
,'ADDRESS •..•••••••••••••••••••••••
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The more sumptuous three-quarter K eratol

"e;;:~ngol:'f.,l~·a>~h:'';~~.d"';"[a~j.ir;,_oe;:,:.

t:e

8~~~ t~:: $2~dO '~r;rv~8 ::Z:,inua,Jh~~

$3.00 a month

[or

a

month•.
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